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ABSTRACT
Due to the overwhelming concern of global warming and ozone depletion, the
replacement ofmany currently used refrigerants is a pressing matter within all sectors of
refrigeration. Presently, the hydroflourocarbon (HFC) 134a, the working fluid of
automotive air conditioning (AC) systems, greatly contributes to global warming as the
result of system leakage. Both chemical and natural refrigerant losses impose threats to
the environment and human health as well as reduce operational efficiency which
increases energy consumption. If no action is taken to replace the chemical refrigerants,
then it is proposed that the emissions from fluorinated gasses would increase from 65.2
million tons of carbon dioxide (the value found in 1995) to 98 million tons by 2010
[EurActiv.com 2004]. Natural refrigerants have gained worldwide attention as the
logical replacement for chemical refrigerants. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the natural
refrigerant receiving the most attention due to its abundance in nature. When deciding to
replace a refrigerant worldwide, many factors are taken under consideration. The
benefits and necessary changes that occur when using CO2 as the working fluid are
explored. One important aspect of using CO2 as a replacement refrigerant in automotive
AC systems lies in diagnosing refrigerant leakage within a faulty system. A reliable and
easy to use refrigerant leakage detection and diagnosis system is a necessity for
automotive mechanics.
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In current research at RIT, advanced thermodynamics is being used to develop a fault
detection and diagnosis system specifically for the future CO2 automotive AC systems.
A simulation of the automotive air conditioning system using the software program
Engineering Equation Solver (EES) is developed to simulate normal and faulty operation
of the AC system. The model incorporates an exergetic analysis which combines the
conservation of mass and conservation of energy laws with the second law of
Thermodynamics. Fundamental laws of thermodynamics are used to verify data provided
by past work [McEnaney 1999] obtained during normal operation. Using the EES model,
refrigerant losses are simulated throughout the system one at a time at locations prone to
leakage and the model produces a faulty operating data library. Analyzing the simulated
fault data for possible trends or patterns is done in order to detect future system faults and
to diagnose the faults accordingly. Trends are produced from the faulty data and are
shown in graphical form. It is possible to detect and diagnose leaks by looking at the
trends for a component where leaks are not even occurring.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Refrigeration systems are a common technology in today's world, being used in everyday
activities, such as food preservation and comfort cooling. The hydroflourocarbon (HFC)
134a is currently the working fluid of automotive air conditioning (AC) systems. This
substance contributes greatly to global warming as the result of system leakage
[ASHRAE 2001]. If no action to replace the chemical refrigerants is taken, then it is
proposed that the emissions from fluorinated gasses would increase from 65.2 million
tons of carbon dioxide (the value found in 1995) to 98 million tons by 2010
[EurActiv.com 2004]. For over a decade, natural refrigerants have gained worldwide
attention as the logical replacement for chemical refrigerants. Carbon dioxide (C02) is
the natural refrigerant receiving the most attention due to its abundance in nature.
Throughout history of refrigeration, the working fluid used for applications has changed
based on economical, safety and environmental reasons. In 1987, the Montreal Protocol,
an international treaty that controls the production of ozone-depleting substances, was
enacted in order to limit the production of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), such as CFC- 12.
By 2030, the production of HCFC-22, a hydrochloroflourocarbon, must cease. Many
amendments have been made to the Montreal Protocol, but the biggest move in the
evolution of refrigerants came in October 2004, when the Environment Ministers of the
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European Union (EU) agreed to a ban of HFC- 134a that will apply to all new vehicles
being produced within the EU beginning in 201 1. By 2017, every new vehicle produced
must utilize a refrigerant that has a global warming potential (GWP) of less than 150.
CO2 has a GWP of 1, and is used as the baseline in developing GWP values. The GWP
of HFC- 134a is 1300, which means that if one unit of HFC- 134a is released into the
atmosphere, it will take 1300 units ofCO2 to do the same amount of damage. With these
new regulations comes an increased interest from the automotive AC industry to explore
the use ofC02 as a refrigerant. Along with designing a new AC system to accommodate
the extreme pressures that come with using carbon dioxide, a leak detection and diagnosis
methodology is necessary in order to diagnose and repair a faulty system. A reliable
refrigerant leakage detection and diagnosis system is a necessity for the automotive
industry and is the central focus of this research.
1.2 Statement ofWork
The objective of this research is to effectively detect and diagnose leaks for automotive
carbon dioxide air conditioning (AC) systems. The approach uses the Second Law of
Thermodynamics (also referred to as an exergetic analysis), with the conservation of
energy and mass laws. All are applied to investigate the feasibility of a new leak
detection and diagnosis methodology. A simulation of an AC system is developed using
Engineering Equation Solver (EES), which is a commercially available software package
[www.fchart.com]. First, normal operating AC systems are studied using EES in order to
fully understand the operating conditions of the system. Through collaboration with
industry, locations of major faults that occur in the AC system, specifically leaks, are
identified. By using the EES simulation, refrigerant leakage at the typical leakage areas
will be reproduced by inflicting mass flow rate losses upon the system at these locations.
The data obtained from the simulation is used in order to calculate the exergy losses and
exergetic efficiencies of each component. These correlations are compiled in a library in
order to form trends that are used to detect where the leak is occurring. Each location
prone to leakage forms its own library of trends. The fault detection and diagnosis (FDD)
system will be active in the sense that it continuously collects data (temperatures and
pressures) at the leak locations while the system is in steady state operation in order to
perform the exergetic analysis and warn the user when a leak is occurring.
1.3 Literature Review
The following literature review covers an extensive amount of research, so it is divided
accordingly into subsections. The first section discusses relevant research that has been
done in regards to exergetic analysis for various thermodynamic cycles. This research is
used in order to develop the exergetic methodology for the fault detection and diagnosis
system presented in this thesis. The second section covers research on vapor
compression refrigeration cycles and their areas in need of improvement. Automotive air
conditioning cycles are vapor compression refrigeration systems, and must be fully
understood before understanding the changes that need to be made using carbon dioxide.
The third section delves into carbon dioxide and its effect on refrigeration, such as system
design, alternative refrigerants besides carbon dioxide, and validation of the system.
Carbon dioxide causes many changes to the automotive AC system, and it is necessary to
understand these changes, as well as consider the validity of the system to be used
commercially in the future. In order to develop an FDD system for the CO2 system,
research on currently used methods must be fully understood. The fourth section focuses
on currently used methods in fault detection and diagnosis. The fifth section offers some
insight into various options for instrumentation in fault detection and diagnosis
methodologies. These options are considered in developing the instrumentation for the
FDD system proposed in this research. Finally, the literature review concludes with a
discussion on the references used frequently throughout the present research in the sixth
section.
1.3.1 Exergetic Analysis
In the past, authors have examined a wide variety of thermodynamic cycles with respect
to the First Law of Thermodynamics, in order to improve the efficiency of the system as
a whole. In recent years, research has been done in order to analyze the efficiency of a
mechanical system with respect to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, or exergetic
efficiency [Woudstra 2003, Chan et al. 2002]. For example, Hasan et al. [2003] focused
on refrigeration systems using exergetic analysis, while Varani et al. [2003] delved into
the environmental considerations exergy has to offer.
In order to better understand thermodynamic behavior within combustion, an exergetic
analysis is useful. Unlike in fuel cells where the chemical reactions are controllable and
somewhat orderly, in combustion processes such as within boilers and furnaces, entropy
generation is significant. In order to better understand this phenomenon, Woudstra
[2003] uses exergy to investigate and compare various combustion processes. The
applied fuel, its composition and moisture content, the air factor (the ratio of actual air
quantity to the stoichiometric quantity) and the inlet air preheat temperature are the main
design parameters under consideration for this investigation. Three fuels are considered:
natural gas, hard coal and biomass. The author concludes that preheating combustion air
reduces the exergy loss associated with the combustion process. Woudstra also stresses
the importance of more closely matching end use to source temperature during heat
transfer to reduce exergy loss. Otherwise, the exergy loss reduction of combustion only
increases the exergy loss of heat transfer to the heat absorbing process. The author
recommends investigating direct electrochemical conversion of fuel, such as in fuel cells,
and examining the reduced exergy loses associated with these processes. This article is
an example of performing an exergetic analysis on a thermodynamic system, similar to
the exergetic analysis performed in this research.
Along those lines, Chan et al. [2002] examines two simple solid-oxide fuel cell (SOFC)
power systems fed by hydrogen and methane using exergetic analyses. Fuel cells are a
possible replacement of conventional internal combustion engines for propulsion and
integration with gas-turbine (GT) technology for power generation. A simulation of a
complete SOFC model is written in Visual Basic, in order to simulate different designs of
SOFC. An exergetic analysis is performed on all components of the system in regards to
the exergy destruction. From this analysis, attention is focused on improvements in a
particular system component or process. The three forms of exergy transfer under
consideration are associated with work interactions, heat interactions, and material
streams. From the findings of the simulation, Chan recommends that the fuel cell be
operated at a current density slightly less than that corresponding to the peak power, in
order to keep the system stable. The authors conclude that the highest exergy loss is due
to the heat transfer at the afterburner, which is located after the SOFC stack in the system.
It is also discovered that the methane fed SOFC system has higher first and second law
efficiencies than the hydrogen fed SOFC system.
Other researchers [Bakshi 2002, Cornelissen 2003] have combined exergy with
environmental considerations. Bakshi [2002] introduces the concept of emergy, or the
embodied energy in any product or service, in other words, the ecological cost of the
product or service. The author reflects on the idea that emergy and exergy complement
each other, because emergy is a measure of the energy used in the past to get to the
current state, while exergy is a measure of the energy available to do work in the future.
The concept of emergy is introduced by discussing the existing methods of analyzing
industrial and ecological systems: process systems engineering, life cycle assessment, and
systems ecology. By combining the similar parts of each method and taking into account
the shortcomings of each method, Bakshi develops a new analyzing method, which
includes the concept of emergy. His work provides an example of soybean growth to
illustrate how the traditional life cycle assessment and emergy analysis methods are
insufficient methods when used separately, but when combined their complementary
features offer an innovative method to examine industrial and ecological systems.
Cornelissen [2003] delves further into the concept of combined exergy and
environmental concerns by developing a new software tool to calculate the EcoChem
efficiency of process plants. EcoChem efficiency defines the sustainability of a process
plant from a thermodynamic point of view, by calculating the exergetic efficiency.
Several Eco-indicators, which calculate the environmental impact of a plant or a product
chain, have been developed that assess a process plant based on its damage to the
resources, to the ecosystem quality and to human health. The author introduced exergy in
order to get a better understanding in the area of depletion of non-renewable natural
resources. The sustainability of a system can be translated as the sustainable use of
exergy resources within the system. In order to increase the sustainability of a system,
renewable exergy resources are used to compensate for the irreversibilities within the
system. On the other hand, it is proposed that using more efficient processes for the
system would increase the sustainability.
Cornelissen examines three case studies each involving a combined heating and power
plant (CHP) using the EcoChem efficiency, in order to decide which strategy is
preferable. The three cases involve the production of chlorine from salt, the production
of ethanol from wheat, and the production of ethanol from fossil fuels. Because the
production of ethanol from wheat has a low exergetic efficiency, it is assumed to be an
inefficient process. However according to the EcoChem efficiency, the process is more
preferable than the production of ethanol from fossil fuels, because the exergy input is
renewable and does not contribute to the depletion of natural resources. For future work,
the author suggests including the abatement exergy of the harmful emissions; this way
the other environmental effects are also included in the efficiency.
For several decades, refrigeration systems have been examined based on their First Law
efficiencies. In recent years, with developments in the concept of the Second Law
efficiency, a more thorough thermodynamic analysis is conducted to evaluate how
components affect the overall system performance and what can be done in order to
increase the efficiency. Hasan et al. [2003] analyze a binary ammonia water mixture
combined power and refrigeration thermodynamic cycle driven by a solar heat source. A
simulation program is used to investigate the first and second law efficiencies and exergy
destruction of the combined cycle. Solar thermal energy is used as the heat source in
order to have a re-usable heating fluid with no extra exergy lost. To maximize the
efficiency of the entire thermodynamic cycle, it is appropriate to find where to maximize
the exergetic efficiency in the cycle. It was found that the exergy is highest at the inlet of
the turbine and the lowest at the return of the absorber. Consequently, the highest
irreversibilities occur at the return of the absorber, but the lowest occur in the refrigerator.
A solar heat source gives an overall exergetic efficiency of 63.7%. Some key cycle
improvements were identified (e.g. improving the absorber and eliminating the rectifier).
Building upon the concept of refrigeration analysis, Varani et al. [2003] evaluate a
lithium bromide/water absorption refrigeration system utilizing natural gas. The
experimental absorption refrigeration system includes three sub-systems: absorption
system, combustion tunnel, and chilled water system/fan-coil. A model is developed for
the system, based on the energetic analysis of the absorption cycle with the application of
the mass, concentration and energy conservation laws. In addition, an exergetic model is
developed that includes the balances for exergy conservation and the evaluation of
irreversibility. The authors develop equations to calculate the energetic efficiency, the
irreversibility and the exergetic efficiency of the system. The main parameters calculated
and used for sizing the experimental system are: process temperatures, pressures, solution
rate and refrigerant flow rates, enthalpies, heat transfer rates, and power of the solution
pump. It is discovered that the vapor generator represented the largest irreversibility
within the system, comprising approximately 80% of the total irreversibility. This
discovery results in the conclusion that the vapor generator should be the first component
of the system considered for optimization.
With an increase in environmental awareness, and the threat of ozone depletion and
global warming, research into finding suitable alternative, naturally occurring refrigerants
is ongoing. Carbon dioxide (CO2) appears to be the refrigerant of the future to be used in
air conditioning (AC) systems, because of its environmentally benign characteristics
compared to the currently used chemical refrigerants, such as HFC- 134a. CO2 has been
used as a refrigerant since the
19th
century, but interest was lost during the 1930's. The
abundance of C02 in the atmosphere results in no need for the manufacturing of the
refrigerant and eliminates the possibility of contributing to the green-house effect. CO2 is
taken from the atmosphere and used in the AC system, so if any was to be emitted, it
would not add any extra C02, rather it would replace the amount that had been taken
from the atmosphere. This is most advantageous for the automotive industry, because
refrigerant emission is the largest single source of C02 emissions into the atmosphere.
When refrigerant leaks from a system, the refrigerant decomposes by reacting with the air
and forms CO2, which is the largest portion of the emission.
1.3.2 Vapor Compression Research
Before continuing the discussion of C02 as the working fluid for automotive AC, it is
useful to present past research conducted on vapor compression refrigeration cycle within
automotive systems. Kaynakli et al. [2003] analyze an automotive air conditioning
system in detail based on thermodynamics. Due to consumer expectations for comfort
and safety, the authors believe an energy efficient air conditioning system is considered
vital for consumer acceptance of future electric, fuel cell and hybrid vehicles. A vapor
compression refrigeration cycle consists of a compressor, an evaporator, a condenser and
an expansion valve. The compressor is considered the "heart" of the system with it
continuously cycling on and off to operate the refrigeration system. By varying the
ambient, evaporator and condenser temperatures and compressor speed, experiments are
conducted in order to evaluate the performance of the system as a whole (e.g. the cooling
capacity and compressor power consumption). It is discovered that for the cooling
capacity to increase, the condenser temperature and compressor speed must increase, but
this causes an increase in power consumption and a decrease in the coefficient of
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performance (COP) of the system. Also, the refrigerant flow rate changes only slightly
with the variation of the condenser, evaporator and ambient temperatures, but changes
drastically with the variation of compressor speed. For the COP of the system to
increase, it is concluded that the air inlet temperature to the evaporator must increase,
causing an increase in cooling capacity, which exceeds the increase in power
consumption by the compressor.
1.3.3 Carbon Dioxide Research
For the research presented in this thesis, past work presented [Lorentzen et al. 1992, Groll
et al. 2000, Taylor 2002] on CO2 refrigeration systems is most relevant. This past
research compares CO2 to the currently used HFC- 134a [Mathur 2000, Brown et al. 2002]
as well as offering other alternatives besides CO2 [Ghodbane 2000, Kiatsiriroat 1997].
Also presented are methods to compute the exergy of the system as a whole [Srinivasan
et al. 2003, Fartaj et al. 2003], as well as how to obtain basic thermodynamic and fluid-
dynamic properties for CO2 in automotive AC applications [Hauk et al. 2000]. With the
development of the CO2 system, numerous studies have been done in order to validate the
performance of the system [Rigola et al. 2004, Neksa et al. 2003, McEnaney et al. 1999].
Although there has been an overwhelming belief that the most viable replacement
refrigerants in most applications are new fluorocarbon based chemicals, Lorentzen and
Pettersen [1992] were among the first to explore and promote contemporary options.
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Before the previously used chemicals were put in production, they passed extensive
toxicity testing, including safety and general harmlessness tests, to only be banned due to
their catastrophic effect on the global environment half a century later. The authors
propose the use of natural refrigerants such as C02, air, water, nitrogen, the noble gases
and ammonia as viable options, with an emphasis on designing systems around
refrigerant properties rather than the opposite more widely accepted approach.
The authors point out that extensive research has been done in regards to using
ecologically safe refrigerants. The problem with using C02 as the alternative is that
developing a cycle to achieve satisfactory energy efficiency with near critical or even
transcritical operation is necessary. The critical temperature for CO2 is considerably low
(37C or 98.6F), which causes the refrigerant to go above and below its critical point
while the system is operating. Carbon dioxide carries with it some attractive advantages
from a thermophysical standpoint. The volumic capacity at 0C (32F) is between 5 and
8 times higher than that of other refrigerants. Also, CO2 has a low molar mass which
reduces the mass flow and required flow area of compressor valves and the piping system
in general. Currently, many applications use CO2, such as soft drinks and beer
production and fire extinguishing equipment. Recycling and recovery of the refrigerant
is not necessary, due to environmental or economic reasons. The prototype developed by
Lorentzen and Pettersen for the CO2 has a few differences from the current system. The
currently used system begins with refrigerant flowing through a compressor, then to a
condenser and an expansion device, and then finally through the evaporator before it
begins its way back through the compressor. The new system changes by incorporating a
12
gas cooler rather than a condenser because of the low critical temperature previously
mentioned, utilizing an internal heat exchanger, and placing the receiver at the evaporator
outlet rather than before the expansion device such as on the previous model. After
testing is performed, it is concluded that the COP of the C02 system meets and slightly
exceeds that of the standard HCFC-22 system.
Although AC systems are receiving the most attention with the replacement of chemical
refrigerants with CO2, there are still other areas of refrigeration to be discussed. Groll et
al. [2000] summarize the emergence ofC02 refrigeration technology. With the increased
necessity of comfort cooling comes the high price of ozone depletion and global
warming. A description of the system component changes involved in using CO2 is
presented as well as thermodynamic cycle represented on pressure vs. enthalpy (P-h)
diagrams. Because CO2 has been used in the past as a refrigerant, some cycle specific
technology may be reintroduced into current applications. The authors conclude with an
encouragement to investigate further the feasibility of the cycle by continuing research on
the overall system performance, heat exchange component innovations, and compressor
development.
Along the lines of looking at various areas of refrigeration, Taylor [2002] takes a deeper
look into CO2 refrigeration systems, by discussing a design of a two-stage cascade
refrigeration system that utilizes CO2 and ammonia (NH3). This alternative refrigerant is
best suited for applications where lower temperatures are used, and lower process
temperatures to improve production are an ever-increasing concern. Some advantages of
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the C02 are that it is considerably denser than ammonia and therefore requires smaller
components, and it is readily available. The author also mentions that technology now
exists in standard equipment to handle the adjustments necessary in order to use CO2 at
competitive prices. A few concerns the author mentions in using CO2 as a refrigerant are
using it at higher temperatures and leak detection issues because CO2 is not self-alarming.
When considering all advantages and disadvantages of using CO2 as a refrigerant, the
author proposes the design of a two-stage cascade refrigeration system, where CO2 will
be used for the lower temperatures, and ammonia will be used for the higher
temperatures. The author concludes with the concern of a possible patent already
established on the proposed cascade refrigeration system, which results in only one
company with the ability to expand and improve upon this system.
While different technologies are being investigated, such as the cascade system by
Taylor, more in-depth comparisons of the C02 system to the currently used HFC- 134a
system are ongoing. Mathur [2000] simulates the thermodynamic performance of a
typical automotive air conditioning system using CO2 as the working fluid. All
simulations are done in comparison to the base system with HFC-134a as the refrigerant.
Carbon dioxide is shown to have a lower thermodynamic performance than the HFC-
134a system. The extremely high operating pressures appear to be the major
disadvantage for the C02 system. The author also considers practical design and safety
issues when using CO2 as the working fluid.
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In continuing that line of research, Brown et al. [2002] evaluate both a C02 and an HFC-
134a automotive air conditioning system using semi-theoretical cycle models. An
extensive literature review is done in order to establish credibility for the proposed study.
Contradictory conclusions have been found during the research presented by previous
authors, with some authors confirming that C02 is a viable replacement while others feel
there are better alternatives. The literature review also extends to a discussion on
automotive manufacturers and suppliers who have been doing feasibility testing on C02,
on the necessary changes to improve the C02 system, and on the impact of adding a
liquid-line/suction-line heat exchanger to the system. Several simulation models are used
during the research and are fully developed within the paper. The authors conclude that
the analysis shows C02 having an inferior COP to HFC- 134a, depending on the
compressor speed and ambient temperature; the higher the speed and temperature, the
greater the difference in COP. Also, it is concluded that the evaporator for the C02
system outperformed that of the R134a system, while the gas cooler is inferior for the
CO2 system.
With most research being done using CO2 as the number one option for refrigerant
replacement, Ghodbane [2000] develops a system using a secondary loop that allows the
use of non-inert alternate refrigerants which excludes refrigerant from the passenger
compartment. The research presented in this paper is to compare a secondary loop
system with the currently used HFC- 134a system. The prime considerations of this study
is to gain further understanding of secondary loop system cooling capabilities and
identify the major factors influencing its performance. The system consists of
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components such as a compressor, a condenser, and expansion device coupled with a
secondary fluid circuit through a heat exchanger. Tests are performed on a 1999
Chevrolet Malibu equipped with an AC system as well as instrumented with several
temperature and pressure sensors to monitor all the relevant parameters. All tests are
performed in an identical environment using the same vehicular thermal tunnel. When
operating through the driving cycle, both systems are almost identical in regards to
cooling capacity, but when the vehicle is in city traffic and idling, the secondary loop
system outperforms the HFC- 134a system. On the other hand, the COPs for the system
with a secondary loop are always below the conventional system, although the difference
decreases during city traffic and idle. Also, the secondary loop meets the environmental
initiative of reduced global warming impact in spite of the 10 to 15% energy penalty. It
is expected that if the conventional system using HFC-134a is replaced with a system that
incorporates a secondary loop, the Total Equivalent Warming Impact, or TEWI, would
lower from almost 2000 kg C02 to less than 400 kg C02. In conclusion, the author
believes the secondary loop system offers some attractive advantages, such as it makes
use of current technologies and consequently requires less development time and it offers
cost advantages over alternatives.
With regards to the environmental concerns in finding a suitable replacement for
hydrofluorocarbons as the refrigerant of automotive AC systems, Kiatsiriroat et al. [1997]
propose a refrigerant mixture of HCFC-22, HCFC-124 and HFC-152a. For their setup,
the mass fractions are held constant for HFC- 152a at 23%, and varied for HCFC-22 and
HCFC-124. This composition is selected based upon a theoretical cycle for which the
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refrigeration capacity and the cycle COP are close to those of the current cycle, so that
the experimental setup of the new composite refrigerant performs almost identical to the
conventional system. For their experimental setup, the authors choose to use steam,
instead of air, as the exchanging fluid in the condenser and evaporator. While operating
at steady state, the authors discover that the energy needed from the engine to drive the
compressor increases with the compressor speed and the mass fraction of HCFC-22.
After all tests are concluded and results tabulated, the authors propose that a suitable
composition is obtained when the mass fraction ofHCFC-22 is in the range of20-30%.
Along with comparing CO2 systems with the conventional AC system and developing
other refrigerant options to C02, research is being done on simply simulating the CO2
system. Srinivasan et al. [2003] examine a C02 driven vapor compression refrigeration
system. For this analysis, the authors utilized a non-dimensional Helmholtz free energy
based fundamental equation of state due to its ability to accurately represent the critical
point of operation for a refrigeration cycle. The equation results compared well to the
analytical solution. Standard atmospheric pressure and temperature were used as the
reference points for the exergetic analysis. A temperature-exergy (T-e) diagram was
proposed for C02, which differs from other thermodynamic charts in that the saturated
liquid curve is on the right, while the saturated vapor curve is on the left of the vapor
dome. The refrigeration cycle used is a conventional 1-2-3-4 cycle, where 1 represents
the inlet to the compressor, 2 is the compressor discharge, 3 is pre-throttling and 4
represents the inlet to the evaporator. To analyze the refrigeration cycle, the authors
chose -20, -10, 0, 5 and 10C for evaporation temperatures (T|) and 30, 35 and 40C for
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pre-throttling temperatures (T3). The COP and the exergetic efficiency (^ex) were
calculated and graphed versus the various chosen evaporator temperatures. From this
graph, it was observed that as the condenser temperatures increased and the evaporator
temperatures decreased, the COPs decreased, which was the exact opposite for the
exergetic efficiencies. It was shown that the major exergetic losses in the cycle were due
to throttling and cooling of the high pressure gas to pre-throttling temperatures. Since
this large loss is associated with gas cooling, C02 does not appear to be an attractive
refrigerant compared to hydroflourocarbon cycles. However, C02 can best be applied to
applications requiring heating and cooling.
With a discussion on CO2 refrigeration cycles and their performances, it is imperative to
mention a full Second Law analysis of the system. Fartaj et al. [2003] set up an exergetic
analysis of the transcritical C02 refrigeration system in order to identify the problem
areas of the system. An energy balance and an exergy balance were done around every
component of the system (gas cooler, compressor, evaporator, internal heat exchanger
and expansion valve). The energy balances produced the COP for the system, and the
exergy balance produced the corresponding exergetic efficiency of each component of
the system. From the investigations, it was observed that the gas cooler and the
compressor contribute the most significant amount of exergy loss for the system, with
almost 48% of the total exergy loss. These exergy losses indicate that these are the two
components that should be further examined to reduce their existing irreversibilities. The
authors suggest further work in investigating whether a direct correlation between
irreversibilities and economic cost exists.
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When discussing a new refrigerant for AC systems, it is vital to bring up the necessary
changes made to the system to suit the new working fluid. Hauk et al. [2000] investigate
three oils for the use as lubricants in a cooling circuit for automobiles using CO2 as the
refrigerant. As previously mentioned, at the
"heart"
of the cooling circuit is the
compressor, and a lubricant is necessary for the system to work efficiently. A high
miscibility and a low mixture viscosity of the oils with C02 are the main criteria for a
sufficient lubricant. The three synthetic lubricants, polyolester (POE), polyalkylene
glycol (PAG), and polya-olefin (PAO), are tested for their dynamic viscosity and phase
behavior throughout the cooling circuit ranging from temperatures of 5 to 100C under
pressures of up to 150 bar. From the investigations, the authors observed that PAO
shows barotropic behavior under certain conditions, meaning its density is only a
function of pressure, and PAG has relatively low CO2 solubility, which are both
undesirable characteristics of a lubricant. POE appears to be the best choice out of the
three lubricants because of its high solubility and low viscosity.
Rigola et al. [2004] develop a numerical simulation of the thermal and fluid-dynamic
behavior of a single stage C02 VCRC system. The system consists of a double-pipe gas
cooler and evaporator, an expansion device and a reciprocating compressor. Many
boundary conditions are used in order to devise the simulation program, such as the inlet
temperature, the ambient temperature and pressure and the opening position of the valve.
For this research, a comparison is made for each element and for the whole system
between experimental and numerical results for CO2 and a study of the thermal behavior
of the transcritical CO2 refrigerating unit is conducted. For the compressor, it is found
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that the electrical/mechanical efficiency is nearly constant in all the studied cases with a
value of approximately 75-76%. When comparing the results from the numerical
simulation with the experiment, the authors are within 3% of the experimental data for all
variables, except the inlet temperature of the evaporator. Property diagrams, such as
temperature vs. entropy and pressure vs. enthalpy, are presented in order to validate these
results. With the close agreement between analytical and experimental results, the
authors believe that their numerical simulation is a viable program to analyze transient or
steady state transcritical CO2 refrigeration systems.
Neksa et al. [2003] outline key development areas and results for CO2 systems in Europe,
mainly focusing on projects where SINTEF/NTNU (The Foundation for Scientific and
Industrial Research at the Norwegian Institute of Technology in collaboration with the
Norwegian University of Science and Technology) has been involved. A brief
introduction to the peculiarities of C02 as a refrigerant is given, followed by status and
trends within selected areas of technology, including heat pump water heaters, mobile air
conditioning and heat pumps, commercial refrigeration, and heat pumps for space
conditioning. The authors note that developments in CO2 technology are being driven
not only be environmental concerns, but also by higher cooling and heating capacity,
better comfort cooling with AC systems and possibilities ofheat recovery.
McEnaney et al. [1999] provide a study to determine whether continuing to look at CO2
as the refrigerant replacement ofHFC-134a for automotive AC is viable. A prototype is
developed for C02 to be nearly identical to the commercially available HFC- 134a
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system. For the setup, the authors design two separate environmental chambers
containing wind tunnels for the evaporator and gas cooler. Within these chambers, it is
possible to simulate a range of operating conditions encountered during real applications.
Also, the compressor test stand is enclosed in its own chamber in order to better simulate
the environment underneath the hood of a car.
The system components constructed for the prototype are designed to match
approximately the external dimensions of the currently used system. Also, two expansion
devices are used in the testing of the prototype: a manual needle valve and a backpressure
regulator valve. Because of the distance between each of the component chambers, it is
impossible to get the connecting lines as short as they would be in an actual automotive
air conditioning unit. Also included in the experimental setup are two Coriolis flow
meters to provide additional information about the oil flow within the system.
A test matrix is developed to collect data that will be used in improving the system as
well as verify the models. The authors use three compressor speeds during the
experiment: 950 RPM (idling), 1800 RPM (medium), and 3000 RPM (high). Related to
these speeds are gas cooler air flow rates: 22.7 nrVmin (950 RPM), 26.9 m3/min (1800
RPM) and 35.4 mVmin (3000 RPM). Along with the typical inputs (i.e. air flow rate,
compressor speed) come three extra inputs that are not used in the commercial system: a
valve that controls oil return from the oil separator directly to compressor suction, a valve
which controls the flow rate of the oil-refrigerant mixture from the bottom of the
accumulator to the accumulator exit and an adjustable expansion device which allows the
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operator to select the high side pressure. When adjusting the oil flow rate, the authors
discover that there is no significant change in capacity or COP with large percentage
changes in the oil flow rate. The major concern for the authors during the experiment is
what high side pressure to use. In order to see the true potential of the system, the
authors want to operate the system at the high side pressure which gives the highest COP.
A model is used in order to predict a range of pressures around the optimum high side
pressure.
During testing, compressor clutch cycling is implemented as the method to control the
system capacity. A pressure switch on the low pressure side of the system is the control
input causing the cycling. In clutch cycling, whenever the low side pressure falls below a
specified limit, the switch turns off the compressor clutch, which causes the refrigerant
temperature and pressure to begin to rise. Eventually the clutch will engage and the cycle
will repeat because the pressure will rise over the high limit of the switch. Two methods
of using specific system parameters as a control variable are used. First, using the low
side pressure as the control is attempted, but the authors discover that the increase in the
pressure occurred too slowly for the clutch to reactivate. The second method involves
using the evaporator exit air temperature as the control variable and is found to be
successful for all the experiments performed.
Throughout the experimentation, it is realized that the selection of which type of
expansion valve to use effects different system behaviors. Two main differences in
behavior are: the compressor torque variation and the refrigerant mass flow rate. When
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using the backpressure regulator, the torque increases rapidly and holds constant for the
remainder of the cycle, but for the manual valve, the torque rises rapidly but then
continues to increase throughout the cycle. In regards to the mass flow rate of
refrigerant, when the backpressure valve is utilized the mass flow rate can drop to zero
when the compressor is shut off and when the compressor is turned back on there is a
time delay for the pressure to build to a significant level to open the valve. On the other
hand, when utilizing the manual valve, the mass flow rate never drops to zero, but it is
constantly driven by the pressure differential from high side to low side of the system.
The main conclusion from this experimental setup is that the CO2 system provides almost
identical air temperatures as the conventional HFC-134a system during cycling, although
the system was not run optimally during cycling operation. Currently, McEnaney et al.
are continuing their investigations of cycling behavior under varying conditions and
control strategies.
1.3.4 Fault Detection and Diagnosis Analysis
Also, appropriate for this thesis is previous research done on fault detection and diagnosis
(FDD) methodologies for automotive AC systems [Inatsu et al. 1992] and vapor
compression cooling equipment [Braun 2003 and Bailey 1998].
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Inatsu et al. [1992] research the effect of the amount of refrigerant on automotive air
conditioning system behavior through simulations and experiments. The main purpose of
developing a monitoring system is to detect early losses of refrigerant in order to prevent
refrigerant emissions and system damage. It is discovered that the best way to measure
the amount of refrigerant in an air-conditioning system is to measure the liquid-gas flow
ratio in the liquid line. A mechanical sensor for fluids is developed and applied to the
monitoring system which can identify when the amount of refrigerant drops to 60% of the
regular level. With the conclusion of the experiments, the authors claim that the system
allows the detection of refrigerant loss caused by leakage and permeation in an
automotive AC system before all of the refrigerant is emitted into the atmosphere and
early enough to prevent serious system damage due to low refrigerant charge operation.
In addition to refrigerant monitoring within automotive applications, several research
efforts are ongoing to develop automated fault detection and diagnosis systems for
numerous technologies. Braun [2003] provides an overview of FDD methodologies for
VCRC equipment, which includes chillers and packaged units. Braun mentions the
benefits of FDD of any system as falling into two categories: improving safety or
reducing cost to operate. FDD for heating, ventilating, air conditioning and refrigeration
(HVAC&R) must reduce costs, because the systems are generally not necessary to ensure
safety in HVAC&R applications. Within buildings the most common type of primary
cooling equipment in use is vapor compression technology. Currently, the FDD
technology already in existence can only detect and diagnose large system-level faults,
and problems are only detected and diagnosed after occupants have complained. Some
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FDD tools that have been developed for VCRC applications involve using temperature
and pressure measurements to detect and diagnose problems that impact the
thermodynamic behavior of the system. A fully automated FDD system differs
significantly from just a service tool that technicians use during maintenance procedures.
With automation, a large number of systems could be operated, monitored and
maintained from a remote, centralized location. A communication network can be setup
to provide status reports on the health of the equipment that is monitored. The author
also provides a long list of other publications that are based upon the development of
FDD methods for VCRC equipment.
Braun continues his discussion with mentioning the process of developing a FDD system.
The first step is to identify the most important faults that should be considered in your
methodology. Many studies have been done on the causes of failures in HVAC&R
equipment. For a study done on rooftop air conditioners for stores, refrigerant leakage
accounted for 12% of the total service calls. Refrigerant leakage is not only problematic
for comfort and service costs, but also for environmental concerns; early detection could
eventually be mandated for unitary equipment. When considering faults, they can be
categorized into two areas: hard faults and soft faults. Hard faults occur abruptly and
either cause the system to stop functioning or not meet comfort conditions. Soft faults
cause degradation in performance but allow continued operation of the system. Gradual
refrigerant loss is considered a soft fault, and is more difficult to detect and diagnose.
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Braun mentions other research that has been done in regards to these techniques such as
Isermann, who developed a series of steps for FDD. The first step is fault detection,
which indicates when the performance has deviated from the expectation. The second
step is diagnosis, which determines which component is causing the fault. Following is
the third step, or fault evaluation, that assesses the impact of the fault on the system
performance. Finally, step four is where a decision is made on how to react to the fault.
In conclusion, the author mentions that there are still some obstacles to overcome in order
for automated fault detection and diagnosis to be fully developed. Braun suggests that
chillers will be the first application for automated FDD within the HVAC&R industry.
Although not automated, FDD analysis has been done on chiller equipment [Bailey
1998]. Bailey develops an FDD system for chillers, which is the largest, most expensive
component within a commercial building's mechanical system. Neural networks are
utilized to analyze archived chiller operating data and detecting faults through trends that
exist within the data. The faults imposed on the chiller included refrigerant loss and
overcharge, oil loss and overcharge and condenser fouling. The refrigerant loss scenarios
included faults ranging from 5% to 60%. The trained FDD tool is capable of detecting
faults with only an error of 3%.
1.3.5 Instrumentation Research
In developing the instrumentation package for the exergetic based FDD methodology,
microelectronic mechanical system (MEMS) technology is considered.
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Yashar et al. [2004] present an overview of microelectronic mechanical system
technology. In conjunction with FDD and networking capabilities, the authors believe
that MEMS technology has the potential to change the way refrigeration and air
conditioning systems are monitored and serviced. MEMS incorporate mechanical
devices such as diaphragms, cantilever beams and springs with integrated circuits.
VCRC systems are a key area where MEMS technology can be used, such as with
temperature sensors that have already been developed and are on the market now. Also,
pressure transducers are being fabricated. Research has already been done that proved
with only five absolute temperature and two differential temperature measurements that
improper refrigerant charge and four other common faults can be diagnosed. More
complex FDD schemes can be developed using vibration and viscosity sensors, which is
already in development using MEMS technology. If used in combination with FDD,
MEMS technology has the opportunity to make HVAC&R equipment more efficient,
more reliable, and smarter.
1.3.6 Major References
Various references are also utilized in understanding basic thermodynamic systems and
operations [Moran et al. 2000] as well as thermodynamic properties [Vargaftik 1975].
The fourth edition of the textbook by Moran et al. [2000] offers a broad base of
knowledge in the area of thermodynamics. The chapters on the Second Law of
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Thermodynamics, Entropy and Exergy Analysis, chapters 5, 6, and 7 respectively, were
of most use. Moran et al. describe the concept of irreversibilities as an area of
improvement for energy systems. With this idea, the concepts of the Carnot cycle, a
system that undergoes a series of four internally reversible processes, the Camot
efficiency and the Camot corollaries of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. The
thermophysical property entropy is introduced as a way of measuring the amount of
irreversibilities in a system. From that, the authors discuss the idea of exergy, or
available energy. Along with the Second Law, the exergetic efficiency of a system can
be found in order to find areas of the system that need improvement. With all of the
aforementioned concepts and discussions provided by the authors, an understanding of
what the Second Law of Thermodynamics is, how it pertains to entropy and exergy, and
the analysis of an energy system is easily attainable.
In conjunction with the use of the thermodynamics textbook, Vargaftik [1975] presents
tabulated data on a broad set ofmaterials, in the liquid, gaseous, dissociated and ionized
states. The author provides thermophysical properties over a wide range of temperatures
and pressures. Ofmost concern were the tables on carbon compounds, more specifically
the compound carbon dioxide. Pages 169-184 supply the necessary properties of carbon
dioxide to fully analyze a refrigeration system, more specifically an air conditioning
system in cars, with respect to exergetic losses and efficiencies. Ranging from T =
273.15 K to T = 1800 K and P = 1 bar to P = 600 bar, these tables give the corresponding
specific heats, specific enthalpies and specific entropies for carbon dioxide.
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CHAPTER 2: SIMPLISTIC MODEL AND SIMULATION
2.1 EES Software
While working on the thesis presented here, Engineering Equation Solver (EES) was
used extensively. The main function of EES is to provide the solution of a set of
algebraic equations. EES also has an extensive library of thermophysical property
functions useful for engineering calculations. This program is particularly useful for
design problems, where the user wants to show the effects of one parameter on a system.
EES can calculate the heat transfer and work of the system as well as the exergy of each
component by looking up the thermophysical properties, i.e. enthalpy (h) and entropy (s),
of a substance by knowing the state points'temperatures and pressures. The software is
programmed in the 'Equation Window' and the set of equations presented are solved and
a solution set is presented which includes the units of each parameter. Also, property
plots, such as temperature vs. entropy and pressure vs. enthalpy, can be obtained through
EES. Within the program is a 'Diagram Window,' where the user can set up a drawing
of the system that the program is modeling. On this particular window, the parameters of
the system can be shown alongside the model in order for the user to have a visual of
what is actually happening during the simulation. EES was used in order to model the
automotive carbon dioxide air conditioning system and simulate leaks at various points
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within the cycle. The leaks in the system were simulated as m dot losses. In appendix A,
the EES program written for this thesis is presented.
2.2 Carbon Dioxide Air Conditioning Model
When changing the working fluid of a system, it is also necessary to change components
of the system as well. The first major change to the system is in replacing the
conventional condenser with a gas cooler, which can be seen in Figure 2-1. The point of
a condenser is to transfer heat from the refrigerant to the cooler surroundings. A gas
cooler is used because the critical temperature of C02 is considerably low, that it has the
possibility ofbeing below the ambient temperature. To further enhance the condensation
process, an internal heat exchanger is also added directly after the gas cooler. Another
major change to the system is that the receiver, or accumulator, is placed directly after the
evaporator, which corresponds to state point 6, rather than placed before the expansion
process, which corresponds to state point 3 in Figure 2-3 on page 38. The compressor for
the system is a non-hermetically sealed type because cost and performance specifications
force the compressor to be driven by a belt off the engine, rather than just use an electric
compressor. Typical normal operating conditions for the refrigerant flow can be seen in
Table 2-2 on page 40. The pressures for this system are also considered to be very high,







Figure 2-1: C02 Refrigeration System Schematic
2.3 Assumptions
During the process ofmodeling the automotive carbon dioxide air conditioning system in
EES, many assumptions were used, which was done in order to simplify the simulation.
Presented here are the assumptions that are laid out in the following paper, and also a
brief explanation of the limits these assumptions place on the FDD system.
1 . Only steady state operation is taken into consideration.
This does not allow for evaluation of faults during transient operation, which occurs
mostly during start up of the system.
2. The heat exchangers, expansion device and compressor are adiabatic.
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Losses between the heat exchangers and the atmosphere will occur, but cannot be
accounted for without experimental data. These losses would affect the results during
faulty operation, although not significantly due to the insignificance of the losses.
3. Pressure drops across heat exchangers are constant.
Pressure drops will vary across the heat exchangers in an actual system. Assuming a
constant pressure drop is more realistic than assuming constant pressure across the
heat exchangers. This assumption will not affect results significantly.
4. Isentropic efficiency of compressor and heat exchanger effectiveness are constant
during both normal and refrigerant loss scenarios.
The isentropic efficiency and effectiveness will both change in an actual system
during faulty operation, and would affect the results significantly. This assumption is
the most limiting in the development of a realistic model.
5. Only one loss occurs at a time.
Multiple losses may occur at a time, although this assumption does not take that
scenario into consideration. Allowing for more than one loss at a time would affect
the results significantly.
6. Compressor power consumption during loss scenarios is constant.
Similar to the isentropic efficiency, the power consumption would also change during
faulty operation. This must be taken into consideration in order to make the model
more realistic.
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7. Only discrete values of the mass flow rate are considered.
Mass flow rate losses are not a discrete value when applied to an actual system, but
these variations cannot be accounted for during simulations. These variations would
be small though, and not significant enough to affect the results.
8. The gas cooler and evaporator are modeled as non-mixing cross flow heat
exchangers.
The structure of the heat exchangers reflects what is used in C02 AC system
prototypes.
9. The internal heat exchanger is a counter flow configuration.
Again, the structure of the heat exchanger reflects what is used in C02 AC system
prototypes.
2.4 Results
The results for the simplistic model are presented in Table 2-3 on page 41. Differences
can be seen when comparing the exergy losses and exergetic efficiencies of the normal
and leakage models. When a leak is applied to the compressor (state point 2) the exergy
loss of the expansion device and heat exchanger increases, while the exergy loss for the
compressor and gas cooler increases. For a leak applied before the evaporator (state
point 5), the heat exchanger, compressor and expansion device experience an increase in
exergy loss, but the gas cooler experiences a decrease. When the leak is applied after the
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evaporator (state point 6), the exergy loss of the heat exchanger increases and all other
comparisons from the previous leak remain the same. By looking at the exergetic
efficiencies, the opposite change can be seen. If the exergy loss increases, say in the gas
cooler, the exergetic efficiency decreases. The correlation between exergy loss and
efficiency is expected. If a component has greater exergy destroyed, the efficiency
should go down, because the component is not functioning to its maximum capability.
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APPENDIX 2
In the following pages is the paper published in the proceedings of the 18th International
Conference on Efficiency, Cost, Optimization, Simulation and Environmental Impact of
Energy Systems, or ECOS 2005. This conference was held at the end of June 2005 in
Trondheim, Norway. The paper was accepted as part of the poster session on the second
day of the conference and a small replica of the poster presented can be seen in Appendix
A.
The following paper develops a simplistic model with all of the assumptions previously
mentioned. It begins with an introduction that discusses why CO2 appears to be the
future replacement for the currently used HFC- 134a refrigerant. Then, the paper
mentions the current methods for detecting refrigerant leaks in automotive AC systems.
The paper then discusses the differences between the conventional system with a C02
system and the developed EES program. It concludes with the results from the
simulation and future recommendations.
Note: The figure and table caption numbering have been changedfor insertion into the
thesis.
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Abstract - Due to the overwhelming concern of global
warming and ozone depletion, the replacement of many
currently used refrigerants is a pressing matter within all
sectors of refrigeration. When deciding to replace a
refrigerant worldwide, many factors are taken under
consideration. The benefits and necessary changes that
occur when using carbon dioxide (C02) as the working
fluid are explored. One important aspect of using C02 as
a replacement refrigerant in automotive air conditioning
(AC) systems lies in diagnosing refrigerant leakage within
a faulty system. A reliable refrigerant leakage detection
and diagnosis system is a necessity for the automotive
industry. In current research at Rochester Institute of
Technology (RIT), advanced thermodynamics is being
used to develop a detailed simulation model as well as a
fault detection and diagnosis system specifically for the
future C02 automotive AC systems.
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Introduction
Refrigeration systems are a common technology in
today's world, being used in everyday activities, such as food
preservation and air conditioning (AC) applications.
Presently, the hydroflourocarbon HFC-134a, the working fluid
of automotive air conditioning systems, greatly contributes to
global warming. Natural refrigerants have gained worldwide
attention as the logical replacement for HFCs. Carbon dioxide
(CO2) is the natural refrigerant receiving the most attention
due to its abundance in nature.
In order to better understand the operation of an
automotive AC system which utilizes CO2 as its working
fluid, a simulation model is created by the authors using the
software program Engineering Equation Solver (EES)
[www.fchart.com1. The model simulates normal operation as
well as faulty operation due to refrigerant loss within an
automotive AC system using C02. The First and Second
Laws of Thermodynamics are used to verify normal
operational data and performance parameters obtained from
past experimental and analytical work described within this
paper. Using the EES model, refrigerant losses are simulated
throughout the system one at a time at locations prone to leaks
and the model produces a faulty operating data library.
Analyzing the simulated fault data for possible trends or
patterns is done in order to detect future system faults and to
diagnose the faults accordingly.
Each of the different types of refrigeration systems can be
modeled thermodynamically in order to find the system's
overall efficiency. Both a first law based (energetic)
efficiency as well as a second law based (exergetic) efficiency
can be found in order to evaluate the system's performance.
The concept exergy comes from using the Second Law of
Thermodynamics in conjunction with the conservation of
energy laws. The idea of exergy better enables the examiner
to further understand the location, types, and true magnitudes
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ofwaste and loss. An exergy loss or destruction can reflect an
inefficient use of fuel or a location of major irreversibilities
within the system. With exergetic efficiency, the examiner
can gauge the potential for improvement in the performance of
a system [1].
Throughout the history of refrigeration, the working fluid
(refrigerant) used for applications has changed based on
economical, safety and environmental reasons. Major
contributors to the evolution of refrigerants are system
efficiency as well as emission issues. Balancing the amount of
hazardous emissions released to the atmosphere with the
financial burden of increasing the system's efficiency is
essential in designing an automotive air conditioning system.
The Montreal Protocol, an international treaty that
controls the production of ozone-depleting substances,
disallowed the production of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
such as R-12, by the year 1996. R-22, a
hydrochloroflourocarbon (HCFC), is to cease production by
2030 [2]. In addition, HFC- 134a will not be produced in
Europe after 2017. On October 14, 2004, the Environment
Ministers of the European Union agreed that a ban will apply
to all new vehicles being produced beginning in 2011. By
2017, every new vehicle produced must utilize a refrigerant
that has a global warming potential (GWP) of less than 1 50
[4]. Thus, new environmental regulations have lead to an
increased interest from the AC automotive industry to explore
the use ofC02 as a refrigerant.
Carbon dioxide as a refrigerant has been used in past air
conditioning systems. It was originally used for cold storage
refrigerators in food markets and for comfort cooling in
motion picture theaters in the 1900s [3]. Within automotive
applications, more investigations are necessary to design an
automatic or manual leak detection and diagnosis system for
use during troubleshooting and maintenance. All C02 cycles
are transcritical, which means they move between sub and
supercritical pressures during the cycle, due to a low critical
temperature of 31.1C. Also, segments of the system are
under extremely large pressures which can contribute to
refrigerant loss.
ResearchObjective
The objective of research currently underway at
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) is to effectively
detect and diagnose leaks for automotive carbon dioxide air
conditioning (AC) systems using a technique that incorporates
exergetic analysis. Before designing the experimental setup
which will be used to validate the proposed technique, a
computer simulation of a C02 automotive AC system is
developed. First, a normal operating AC system is simulated
in order to better understand the operating condition of a
normal system. When the experimental setup is completed it
will be utilized to verify the accuracy of the EES simulation
model under normal operating conditions.
Developing a simulation model for refrigerant loss is
enhanced through the identification of probable leak locations
within the system. Based on the fleet of prototype vehicles in
Europe that currently use C02 AC systems, leaks typically
occur around the compressor and between connections of
hoses and lines. A major change that must be made to a
current air conditioning system is that the lines of the system
are no longer hoses, but a combination of metal lines and
hoses. Metal lines are incorporated because the C02 cycle is
transcritical and therefore the C02 remains as a superheated
vapor or liquid-vapor mixture throughout the cycle. The metal
lines include hoses in order to dampen the vibrations that
would occur otherwise. The connections between the metal
lines and the hoses are considered one probable area for
refrigerant loss. Any time there is a connection made between
components, the chance for leakage increases. Another
probable location for leaks is within the compressor. The
compressor used in most automotive C02 AC systems is non-
hermetically sealed. It incorporates an open configuration
with a sealed rotating shaft which is a significant contributor
to potential leakage.
Using an EES refrigerant loss simulation model, the
typical fault areas are reproduced by inflicting mass flow rate
losses upon the system in order to replicate refrigerant losses.
Losses must be varied in order to accurately replicate an actual
leak. Some leaks can be slow if they are steady and constant,
but some leaks may be large if a seal erratically breaks open.
The refrigerant loss simulation model will be validated using
the experimental setup. Currently, the refrigerant loss
simulation model provides insights into locations and types of
sensors required to detect and diagnose C02 losses within the
system.
Within this paper, a more detailed description of the EES
simulation model and proposed sensor locations is provided.
The objective of this ongoing research is to develop an
inexpensive, effective, and automatic leak detection and
diagnosis methodology for automotive C02 AC systems. The
work is performed in conjunction with industry in order to add
to its relevance and to ease potential market transfer in the
future.
Current LeakDetectionMethods
Technically, every system has leaks, because all
equipment leaks to some degree. According to Tomczyk [5],
a leak is "a physical path or hole, usually of irregular
dimensions, that may be the tail end of a well fracture, a speck
of dirt on a gasket, or a micro-groove between
fittings." Leaks
can be classified by a number of factors: pressure dependent,
temperature dependent, vibration dependent, etc. Reducing the
likelihood and detecting leaks is a significant challenge in
developing refrigeration systems.
Within many research, development, and testing facilities,
gas analysis is used in order to detect leaks within HFC-134a
AC systems. This method is used for experimental purposes
in order to identify faulty equipment before it is used in
manufacturing. Components (all or some) of an air
conditioning system are placed inside a closed test chamber of
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a known volume. This test chamber is calibrated using a
correlation factor determined through a known leakage rate of
refrigerant. The components are placed in the chamber and
operated, allowing for refrigerant to leak. The HFC- 134a gas
concentration is determined by measuring the level of sound
created by the expansion of the gas following absorption of
infrared light at a specific wavelength. Gas sensitivity is
achieved using optical filters capable of detecting
concentrations in the parts per billion (ppb) range. To ensure
the accuracy of the equipment, the analyzer compensates for
temperature, pressure, and water vapor interference.
For on-sight maintenance, automotive repair technicians
utilize a refrigerant detecting gun like the one shown in Figure
2-2 [6]. On-sight maintenance refers to testing components
which have been installed on the vehicle. The refrigerant
detection gun can detect leaks only as small as 500 parts per
million (ppm), which is highly ineffective for smaller leaks.
Figure 2-2: Example Leak Detection Gun
Carbon Dioxide As ARefrigerant
In the past, research has been conducted in using carbon
dioxide as the refrigerant for many different types of
refrigeration cycles. More recently, automotive air
conditioning applications that utilize C02 are investigated as
well. Currently, HFC- 134a is used as the automotive AC
working fluid. As compared with carbon dioxide, it has a
much higher GWP. The GWP for a substance is calculated as
the ratio of the radiative forcing impact that results from the
emissions of one kilogram of the substance to that from
emissions of one kilogram of carbon dioxide over a period of
time (usually 100 years) [7].
The GWP ofHFC-134a is approximately 1300; therefore
it has 1300 times the GWP ofC02. If one unit ofHFC-134a is
released into the atmosphere, it will take 1300 units ofC02 to
create the same amount of damage. Table 2-1 [7] shows how
the GWP value for HFC-134a has been adjusted by scientists
since 1990 due to improved understanding of effects on global
warming. An increase in the adjustments regarding the GWP
value is anticipated to continue into the future.
Table 2-1: Global Warming Potential (GWP) ofVarious







Carbon dioxide appears to be a logical replacement for
chemical based refrigerants because of its natural occurrence
in the atmosphere. Also it is non-flammable and involves a
high operational pressure for effective performance which
results in a reduction in required compressor size. The
required compressor volume is inversely proportional to the
suction pressure. The volumetric capacity of carbon dioxide is
eight times higher than conventional refrigerants, which
allows for a smaller compressor compared to conventional
ones [8]. A major disadvantage ofC02 as a refrigerant is that
it is not self-alarming and therefore leak detection is difficult.
This is a major concern for system manufacturers. The term
"self-alarming'
means that one cannot detect (smell or taste)






Figure 2-3: Basic HFC-134a Refrigeration System
Schematic
The basic design of an AC system is typically affected by
its refrigerant selection. Fartaj et al. [8] used a C02 AC
system developed by Lorentzen and Pettersen [9] that
incorporates a few changes to the typical AC system
configuration (shown in Figure 2-3) to take the transcritical
properties of the C02 refrigerant into account. The
condensation process within the C02 AC cycle is changed.
The purpose of the condenser is to transfer heat from the
refrigerant to the cooler surroundings. Because the critical











Figure 2-4: C02 Refrigeration System Schematic
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Figure 2-5: Temperature vs. Entropy Diagram for C02
Refrigeration Cycle
normally below the typical ambient temperature. The
condenser is replaced with a gas cooler and the condensation
process is further enhanced with an internal heat exchanger as
shown in Figure 2-4.
Figure 2-5 is the representation of the temperature-
entropy diagram for a C02 refrigeration cycle superimposed
on the vapor dome for this substance [8]. High temperature
supercritical C02 exiting the compressor (state point 2 in
Figures 2-4 and 2-5) is cooled in the gas cooler to a lower
temperature (state point 3) and then enters the internal heat
exchanger where the high pressure refrigerant is further cooled
by the low pressure C02 coming off of the evaporator (state
point 6). This cooled carbon dioxide (state point 4) passes
through an expansion valve where it is throttled to a lower
pressure and temperature (state point 5). Finally, the
refrigerant absorbs heat from the air within the car's interior
while flowing through the evaporator and exiting as a high
quality mixture (state point 6). The AC system's evaporator is
the part of the system attached near the inside of the vehicle.
SystemModelDevelopment
The EES simulation model developed considers the C02
AC system shown in Figure 2-4. The simulation model
assumes steady state operation and thus transient operation
such as at initial start up of the system is neglected. This
assumption is made to reflect the data provided by Fartaj et al
[8]. The heat exchangers, expansion device and compressor
are considered adiabatic. Constant pressure drops across the
system's heat exchangers are assumed and based on past
published experimental work. In addition, the isentropic
efficiency of the compressor and heat exchanger effectiveness
are assumed to remain constant during both normal and
refrigerant loss scenarios. When modeling refrigerant loss,
three potential refrigerant loss areas are investigated, however
simultaneous losses at more than one location are not
considered. Compressor power consumption during loss
scenarios is also considered constant.
The simulation program provides pressure, temperature,
enthalpy, and internal energy of state points around the
system. It uses these values to also determine exergetic
efficiency of system components. Exergy can be defined as
the maximum theoretical work obtainable as a system and its
reference environment interact to equilibrium [1]. The use of
exergy in thermodynamic analysis provides more meaningful
results that simply using the first law of thermodynamics. An
exergy analysis can determine where and how losses occur in
the system so that energy can be used more effectively and
efficiently.
The exergy of a pure substance is given by Equation 1 .
e = (h-h0)-T0(s-s0) (1)
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where the enthalpy (h) and entropy (s) of the given state is
compared to the reference, or dead state (depicted by
subscripts of '0'). An environment is assumed to be a simple
compressible system that is large in extent and uniform in both
temperature and pressure. This reference state is typically the
ambient temperature and pressure for the system, such as 298
K and 101.325 kPa, respectively. The exergy loss (Ae) is
calculated using Equation 2 [1].
Table 2-2: Properties of State Points in the Normal
Mode C02 Refrigeration System
Ae = exergy supplied - exergy recovered (2)
By calculating the exergy loss, components of the system
can be ranked based upon their contribution to the overall
exergy destruction of the system. An energy balance and an
exergy balance are done around every component of the
system (gas cooler, compressor, evaporator, internal heat
exchanger, and expansion valve). The energy balances
produce the total coefficient of performance for the system,
and the exergy balances produce the corresponding exergetic
efficiency of each component of the system. The exergetic
efficiency of each component is given by Equation 3 [1].
= exergy recovered / exergy supplied (3)
With the knowledge of the locations prone to leaking,
mass flow rate losses are applied across the compressor and
across the evaporator. The mass flow rate loss across the
compressor is applied after the compressor (state 2 in Figure
2-4), because if leaking is to occur, it would do so across the
seal of the compressor. Both the mass flow entering and
leaving the evaporator are adjusted to simulate joint leaks
between metal tubing and hoses. The refrigerant flowing into
and out of the evaporator (states 5 and 6) is the portion of the
cycle that is subcritical, which means the refrigerant is a
liquid-vapor mixture. With this mixture, manufacturers can
place the hoses in between metal lines and components in
order to reduce vibrations. Also, the evaporator is the portion
of the system closest to the passengers, which is where
vibrations need to be dampened the most.
Vargaftik [10] provides a detailed table of carbon dioxide
properties based on temperature and pressure. Fartaj et al [8]
used these tables in order to calculate the corresponding
exergy losses for each component. The developed simulation
model verifies this published normal operation data. EES
utilizes a set of databases that have been organized by various
published works for properties of a substance.
Table 2-2 is a list of the temperatures and pressures for
each state point used in analyzing the AC system assuming a









Using the normal operation simulation model, mass flow
rate loss is incorporated in the locations described earlier. For
each of the leaks experienced by the system, a loss of 0.005
kg/min is applied at the location of the leak and at each
subsequent state point. Only discrete values of the mass flow
rate are considered.
For each loss, a new simulation is performed around the
cycle in order to calculate the new state points based on the
new mass flow rates. State points 7 through 10 remain
constant with every leak scenario, by assuming that the
vehicle is under constant load and is operating under steady
state conditions. The mass flow rate of the air through the
evaporator and gas cooler are also held constant. The initial
refrigerant loss is considered after the available charge in the
receiver (at State 4) is emptied and the system is operating at
normal conditions with the minimum amount of charge
(~500g). In order to calculate the new temperatures and
pressures along the system, multiple assumptions are made as
discussed previously. The gas cooler and the evaporator are
modeled as non-mixing cross flow heat exchangers and the
internal heat exchanger includes a counter flow configuration.
Table 2-3 compares exergy loss across each component under
normal operation and during a refrigerant loss where the three
probable leak locations are considered. It also shows the
differences of the exergetic efficiency of each component in
the system. For simplicity, only one change ofmass flow rate
is applied and reported in Table 2-3.
Proposed C02 LeakDetection andMethodology
As shown in the development of the simulation model
under normal and refrigerant loss scenarios, if the temperature
and pressure is known at each point in the cycle, the
performance of the cycle can be determined based on both the
first and second laws of thermodynamics. When comparing
the results of the normal and leakage models based on exergy
losses, differences can be seen. When a leak is applied to the
compressor (state 2), the exergy loss of the expansion device
and heat exchanger decreases. On the other hand, the exergy
loss for the compressor and gas cooler increases.
For the leak applied before the evaporator (state 5), the
heat exchanger, compressor, and expansion device decrease in
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Table 2-3: Exergy Loss an<i1 Exergetic Efficiency for the C02 Refrigeration System
















Compressor 0.5572 81.11 0.5598 81.02 0.5058 82.85 0.5243 82.23
Gas Cooler 0.5579 67.85 0.5780 67.84 0.6089 66.70 0.5951 67.20
Heat Exchanger 0.2646 20.22 0.2533 23.57 0.2533 24.83 0.2689 23.59
Expansion
Valve
0.6054 - 0.4875 - 0.5090 - 0.4892 -
exergy loss, while the gas cooler experiences an increase in
exergy destroyed. For the leak applied after the evaporator
(State 6), the heat exchanger's exergy destroyed increases
while the other comparisons remain the same.
When looking at the efficiency differences between
normal operation and leakage conditions, one can see an
opposite change compared to the exergy loss. By looking at
Table 2-3, the efficiency decreases when the exergy loss
increases across the gas cooler. The opposite occurs for the
evaporator; the exergy loss decreases and therefore the
exergetic efficiency increases. The correlation between
exergy loss and efficiency is expected. If a component has
greater exergy destroyed, the efficiency should go down,
because the component is not functioning to its maximum
capability.
The premise behind the proposed leak detection system is
that these differences will be used to detect a refrigerant loss
within the system. Data collected from sensors embedded
within the system will be used to determine system
performance characteristics. An on-board system will collect
the data and periodically determined the system's performance
profile. This will occur during steady state operation of the
system. Over time, if the system develops a refrigerant leak,
deviations in performance characteristics will be determined
by the on-board system and a fault condition will be detected.
Ongoing and future research includes developing an
experimental carbon dioxide air conditioning system which
will be used to verify the simulation models described within
this paper. In addition, the experimental setup will be used to
validate the feasibility and viability of the proposed leak
detection methodology based on operational and economical
consideration.
Conclusions
An EES simulation model of a carbon dioxide air
conditioning refrigeration system is developed. The
simulation is based upon the Second Law ofThermodynamics
or exergetic analysis of the system. Refrigerant leaks
simulated as mass flow rate losses are applied to three areas
prone to leaking in the system. From the simulations, it is
concluded that differences exist in exergetic efficiencies and
exergy destroyed within each component during the different
operating scenarios. Future work includes developing an
experimental set-up to validate the simulation model. In
addition, a fault detection and diagnosis system will be
developed which will use differences in thermodynamic
behavior to classify the system's operation.
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CHAPTER 3: IN DEPTH MODEL
3.1 Improvements of Previous Simulation
With the previous model, assumptions were made in order to simplify the simulation of
the automotive carbon dioxide air conditioning system. Here, past assumptions that will
be examined in greater detail and more realistic ideas will be introduced.
For the simulation model to portray a realistic AC system it must rely on minimal
assumptions. The first issue addressed is deciding on an effective leak rate for the
simulation model. Various recommendations on leak rates are discussed and compared
to the chosen leak rate. Also, characteristics of the various heat exchangers within the
system are improved upon. A realistic evaluation of the compressor isentropic efficiency
and the compressor power consumption is established.
3.1.1 Effective Leak Rate
An issue in developing the simulation program was the desired leak rate. Currently, with
the available technology, HFC-134a can be detected at leak rates as low as 5 g/yr, which
is beyond the scope of this project. A leak rate as low as 5 g/yr is a slow leak that is
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constantly occurring in the system to reduce its charge and cause a lack of comfort, and
with an initial system charge of 500g would take 100 years to lose complete charge.
Because HFC- 134a is currently the working fluid, the technology for detecting leaks is
more advanced as compared to CO2 technology.
Within this research, the reason for developing the FDD system is to detect larger random
leaks that occur that still cannot be easily detected with current technologies. In the
previously mentioned literature [Braun 2003], percentages of the amount of refrigerant in
the system were used to represent a leak, but no time frame for how long the leak lasted
was mentioned. Also in the literature [Hwang 1997], initially an internal refrigerant leak
around the compressor between 5% and 15% of the refrigerant mass flow rate was
observed experimentally. Therefore, in order to reflect realistic leak rates, a simulation of
a 9% internal refrigerant leak around the compressor was used by Hwang [1997]. This
correlates to a leak rate of 0.2376 kg/min, or 1.25 x IO8 g/yr, for the 2.64 kg/min original
flow rate used in this research. It is obvious that this leak rate, which is expected to occur
during normal operation, is extremely high compared to the 5 g/yr for HFC-134a. Hwang
[1997] made no reference to the amount of charge in the CO2 experimental setup, but
with a system charge of 500g, the industry standard, and a leak rate of 0.2376 kg/min, it
would take the CO2 system just over two minutes for the system to empty.
Within the previously mentioned dissertation from Hwang, a leak was applied at the
compressor during 'normal' operation. Due to the extremely high pressure differences
across the compressor of the CO2 system, which is about five to eight times the pressure
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differential compared to the conventional VCRC system, Hwang realized that constant
internal refrigerant leak would exist. Hwang utilized a reciprocating compressor, and
assumed the internal leak was occurring along the clearance between a piston and
cylinder wall. To reduce the internal leak in the system, Hwang incorporated piston rings
through the gap between the cylinder and piston. This internal leak compensation was
then integrated into the simulation model.
For this research a non-hermetically sealed rotating shaft compressor is considered. A
rotating shaft cannot be completely sealed, and around the seal is where leakage is
expected for this compressor type. Although a leak is expected to occur, the leak is not
expected to be in the magnitude of the initial refrigerant leak found in Hwang's research.
One of the main reason's the automotive industry has issues with working with non-
hermetically sealed compressors and CO2 is the continual leaks expected to occur during
normal operation due to the extreme pressures involved. This issue is further developed
in the following paper in the section entitled "Assumption
Clarification"
on pages 53 -
55. A final leak rate of 3.5 x 10^* kg/min was chosen for the enhanced simulation model,
which correlates to 0.01% of the refrigerant original mass flow rate. Assuming a constant
leak rate during faulty operation is not accurate, because the leak rate would be a function
ofpressure. Without experimental data, a constant leak rate must be assumed.
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3.1.2 Heat Exchanger Characteristics
A second issue in developing a more realistic model was the previous assumption of
constant effectiveness of the internal heat exchanger over the range of refrigerant charge.
In developing the new model, there was no consideration for heat exchanger
effectiveness. The heat exchanger effectiveness is not necessary in order to establish
thermophysical properties at the state points, as it was previously used. When
considering all of the other assumptions in use, the heat exchanger effectiveness was
eliminated in calculating the parameters around the internal heat exchanger. Also, a
constant heat loss around the heat exchangers could not be assumed due to the lack of
experimental data. Previously it was assumed that the heat exchangers are adiabatic, and
without explicit heat exchanger dimensions and specifications to refute this assumption, it
is used for the realistic EES simulation [Kandlikar 2005].
In this research, the models being examined for heat exchangers are the same as those
being used in the automotive industry. The evaporator and gas cooler designs are an
issue when considering the construction of the heat exchangers of the system, because
many models exist for these heat exchangers. MicroChannel technology and shell and
tube construction are the different models being used in the research of CO2 VCRC
systems. When water is used as the cooling medium during the AC process, the shell and
tube construction is used for research. Water is used for research of heat exchangers,
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because it is easier to control compared to air [Kadle 2005]. Also, CO2 cycles are also
examined for heat pumping and water chilling technology [Hwang 1997].
3.1.3 Compressor Isentropic Efficiency
Another consideration in developing a more complex and realistic model is the
compressor model being used. Compressors can be classified by two types: positive
displacement and turbo. A positive displacement compressor compresses gas by
reducing volume. In contrast, a turbo compressor compresses gas by converting kinetic
energy to pressure. Because positive displacement type compressors are applicable to
smaller capacities and higher pressure ratios compared to the turbo compressor, it is
pertinent to the CO2 AC cycle. Also, positive displacement compressors can be further
classified into three categories: reciprocating, rotating and membrane type compressors.
Previously, it was assumed that the compressor isentropic efficiency was constant during
both normal and fault operation, and this assumption required examination. In
developing his simulation Hwang [1997] assumed a constant isentropic efficiency, which
proved to be accurate to 2% of the subsequent experimental data. As previously
mentioned, for this research a non-hermetically sealed rotating shaft compressor is used.
A higher isentropic efficiency was assumed because this compressor type does not
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require the conversion of electrical work into mechanical work, which is what an electric
compressor must do to run the system. It is observed in the following section that the
compressor power consumption increases with every cycle during faulty operation. This
value is used to calculate a new isentropic efficiency. Isentropic efficiency is the ratio of
actual power consumption to the ideal power consumption during an isentropic process.
If the actual power consumption of the simulation model is constantly increased by 2%,
then the isentropic efficiency of the compressor must decrease by the same amount,
which can be seen in the following thermodynamic equations.
^=~t [3"1]
Where:
r)c = Isentropic efficiency
Ws = Ideal isentropic power consumption
yW2
= Compressor power consumption
The following equation reflects the changes that occur for both r\c and yW2 ,while Ws




A ?7 = Change in isentropic efficiency
AW = Change in compressor power consumption
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_ Ws
By canceling out Vc ~ ^ in the above equation, and substituting in the value forW\rr 2
AW, AT] is found to be equal to the opposite of AW, which is to be expected.
Therefore, in the EES simulation in the following paper, the isentropic efficiency is
constantly decreased by 0.67%.
3.1.4 Compressor Power Consumption
The last issue while developing the more realistic model is the use of the constant
compressor power consumption assumption. In developing the simplistic model, this
assumption was incorporated to establish state point properties throughout the system
during faulty operation. Research shows that compressor power consumption would not
remain constant during faulty operation [Bailey 1998]. A new assumption is made in
order to continue establishing state points. It is suggested to vary the compressor power
consumption based on the percentage of the refrigerant mass flow rate loss and the
percentage of the enthalpy difference. The following thermodynamic equations reflect
the theory behind this assumption.
.W2 =m*{h2-hx) [3-3]
Where:
JV2 =Compressor power consumption
rh = Refrigerant mass flow rate
hx = Enthalpy at point before compressor
h2 = Enthalpy at point after compressor
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It is observed through the EES simulation model that the quantity Ah = (h2 - hi) is
decreased by 2% and rh is manually decreased by 0.01% of the mass flow rate with each




AW = Change in compressor power consumption
Am = Change in refrigerant mass flow rate
AH = Change in enthalpy difference
By canceling out JW2 m* Ah in the above equation, the following remains:
(\ +Aw)={\-Am)*(l-AH) [3.5]
After solving the equation forAW, and substituting in the values for Aw and
AH, AW is found to increase by 2% with every run of the cycle during faulty
operation. This value is used during the enhanced EES simulation model. As is
observed, the compressor power consumption would slowly increase, which is what
would be expected from a failing compressor [Braun 2003]. Also, the discharge pressure




In the following pages is a paper to be submitted for publication at the completion of this
research. It discusses the more realistic model that was developed in order to improve the
FDD system. A comparison ofpast and current models and simulations is made with the
realistic model developed here. A thorough discussion on the heat exchangers (gas
cooler and evaporator) and compressor are presented.
Note: The figure and table caption numbering have been changedfor insertion into the
thesis.
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Abstract - For over a decade, development of a carbon
dioxide (C02) automotive air conditioning system has been
underway. C02 appears to be the most logical
replacement for the currently used HFC-134a refrigerant.
In transitioning from one refrigerant to another, not only
is the construction of the system important, but also the
development of a reliable refrigerant leakage detection
system. In order to study the behavior of a C02 AC
system, a realistic model must be developed. An in depth
discussion on previous work done in modeling and testing
these systems is presented. Also, the comparison of a
realistic model to previously developed models is given. In
current research at Rochester Institute of Technology
(RIT), advanced thermodynamics is being used to develop
a detailed simulation model as well as a fault detection and
diagnosis system specifically for the future C02
automotive AC systems. Collaboration with the
automotive industry through Delphi-Harrison yields a
more realistic system architecture and operation.
Index Terms - Carbon Dioxide, Automotive, Air Conditioning
Systems, Exergy, Leak Detection
Introduction
With the ongoing concerns regarding global warming and
ozone depletion, refrigerant emissions continue to be an
important topic. The emissions released through automotive
applications, such as leaks from air conditioning (AC)
systems, are of most concern. For over a decade, there has
been an exploration into using natural occurring refrigerants as
the working fluid in all sectors of refrigeration, but especially
for automotive applications. Carbon dioxide (C02) is
receiving the most attention due to its abundance in nature and
benign characteristics.
Currently, most research conducted about the new AC
system is in regards to developing new system components
that can withstand the pressures and temperatures created by
carbon dioxide. A few changes from the previous
thermodynamic model for a vapor compression refrigeration
system must be made in order to accommodate the
thermophysical properties of C02. Carbon dioxide has a low
critical temperature (31.1C), which means that all C02
systems are subcritical, or move between sub and supercritical
pressures during the cycle. The system shown in Figure 3-1
was developed by Lorentzen and Pettersen [1] in 1993. With
the current design in hand, researchers have been developing
new system components, such as compressors and heat











Figure 3-1 : C02 Refrigeration System Schematic
Previous Research at RIT
Previously, Canfield and Bailey [2] developed an
exergetic based fault detection and diagnosis methodology for
the carbon dioxide AC system. In this development, the
authors utilized the software program Engineering Equation
Solver (EES) [www.fchart.com]. This model simulated the air
conditioning system using gross assumptions based upon
previous work done. These assumptions were made in order
to cover any areas of the system that were not yet fully
understood. With the simulation of the system, the authors
applied leaks to areas that were considered prone to leaking.
The leaks were placed at the outlet of the compressor (State
1), the inlet of the evaporator (State 5) and the outlet of the
evaporator (State 6). The compressor used for this system is
non-hermetically sealed. It consists of a sealed rotating shaft
in an open configuration. The evaporator is considered prone
to leaking because it is near joints. The refrigerant flowing
into and out of the evaporator is the portion of the cycle that is
subcritical, which means the refrigerant is a liquid-vapor
mixture. With this mixture, manufacturers can place the hoses
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between metal lines and components in order to reduce
vibrations. Also, the evaporator is the portion of the system
closest to the passengers, which is where vibrations need to be
dampened.
When the leaks were applied to these areas, differences
between their exergy losses and exergetic efficiencies were
found. A leak after the compressor caused the exergetic losses
to decrease for the internal heat exchanger and the evaporator,
but to increase for the compressor and gas cooler. And as
expected, the exergetic efficiencies increased for the internal
heat exchanger and the evaporator and vice versa for the
compressor and gas cooler. The correlation between exergy
loss and exergetic efficiency is expected. If a component has
a great exergy destroyed, the exergetic efficiency should go
down, because the component is not functioning to its
maximum capability.
Canfield and Bailey [2] discuss a few examples of the
multitude of ways that leaks are detected within the
automotive refrigeration area. It is also discussed how carbon
dioxide has come to be the viable candidate for replacing the
currently used HFC-134a and the physical changes that must
be made to the system in order for it to withstand the pressures
and temperatures produced by the system, as can be seen in
Figure 3-1.
Research Objective
Previous research at Rochester Institute of Technology
(RIT) was to effectively detect and diagnose leaks for
automotive carbon dioxide air conditioning systems using a
technique that incorporates exergetic analysis [2]. The
purpose of this ongoing research is to continue the
development of said fault detection and diagnosis, but to
enhance this model with a more in-depth analysis of the
separate system components. The previously developed
simulation model is utilized, but with certain assumptions
changed.
The identified leaks from previous work are used again in
order for the studies to be parallel. The leaks mentioned
before were based on the fleet of prototype vehicles in Europe
that currently use C02 AC systems. The objective of this
ongoing research is to develop a more realistic model, so that
after verification of the model is carried out through
experiments, potential market transfer in the future is done
with ease.
The assumptions used throughout the simplistic model are
either justified or replaced with more realistic assumptions.
The components of most concern are the compressor and the
air to refrigerant heat exchangers (evaporator and gas cooler).
Different models developed in the past are researched in order
to aid in the development of the realistic model presented
here. Collaboration with industry is also used to aid in the
development of the realistic simulation model of the C02 AC
system.
FDDMethodology
Much research has been done on fault detection and
diagnosis (FDD), especially in regards to vapor compression
refrigeration equipment [3]. Bailey develops an FDD system
for chillers, which is the largest, most expensive component
within a commercial building's mechanical system. Neural
networks are utilized to analyze archived chiller operating data
and detecting faults through trends that exist within the data.
The faults imposed on the chiller included refrigerant loss and
overcharge, oil loss and overcharge and condenser fouling.
The refrigerant loss scenarios included faults ranging from 5%
to 60%. The trained FDD tool is capable of detecting faults
with only an error of 3%.
As well as establishing FDD systems that are VCRC
system specific, research has been done on developing
automated FDD systems to be used with any type of VCRC
equipment. Braun [4] discusses the benefits of fault detection
and diagnosis of any system as falling into two categories:
improving safety or reducing cost to operate. FDD for
HVAC&R must reduce costs, because the systems are
generally not structures to ensure safety in HVAC&R
applications. Currently, the FDD technology already in
existence can only detect and diagnose large faults, and
problems are only detected and diagnosed after occupants
have complained. Some FDD tools that have been developed
for vapor compression refrigeration applications involve using
temperature and pressure measurements to detect and
diagnose problems that impact the thermodynamic behavior of
the system.
Many studies have been done on the causes of failures in
HVAC&R equipment. For a study done on rooftop air
conditioners for stores, refrigerant leakage accounted for 12%
of the total service calls. Refrigerant leakage is not only a
problem in regards to comfort and service calls, but it is also
an environmental concern and early detection could eventually
be mandated for unitary equipment. A loss of refrigerant
tends to lower the pressure throughout the system leading to
reductions in both evaporating and gas cooler temperatures.
The lower evaporating pressure ultimately results in higher
evaporator superheat and a higher refrigerant discharge
temperature from the compressor.
CompressorModels
Various models have been developed while researching
C02 air conditioning systems. Hwang [5] presents two steady
state compressor simulation models, a thermodynamic model
and a heat transfer model, as well as other models used in the
past. Within his model descriptions, it is mentioned that the
dependency of isentropic efficiency on models causes the
simulation to be too simplistic, so his models rely solely on
motor efficiency and mechanical efficiency. Also included in
the models is an internal refrigerant leak that was utilized in
the mass and energy balances, which had not been addressed
previously in literature.
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After developing the models, an experimental setup was
constructed in order to verify the simulations. The results of
the experimental model compare within 5% error difference of
the simulation model, and the heat transfer model is twice as
accurate as the thermodynamic model. The area with the
biggest issue is the type of compressor used to verify the
simulation results. A non-hermetically sealed type is the
compressor being used for industry AC prototypes. Hwang
used an electric compressor in the experimental setup. In
order for an experimental setup to reflect a prototype C02 AC
system, it must incorporate the components being used in
industry.
A non-hermetically sealed type is the compressor of
choice because they are driven by the automotive internal
combustion engine. This allows for the C02 AC system to be
utilized in any vehicle which incorporates an internal
combustion engine. The main purpose for electric
compressors is for utilization in hybrid electric and fuel cell
vehicles, where there is an extensive supply of electricity to
run the compressor. The reason for using an electric
compressor in experimentations is that non-hermetically
sealed compressors are not being commercially mass
produced, so the cost is extremely high. As with any
technology as it advances and becomes public, these
compressors will become more affordable. Also, there is the
necessity of a motor when using a non-hermetically sealed
compressor, as well as a way to ventilate the exhaust from the
motor.
A non-hermetically sealed type is the compressor under
consideration for the experimentation plan for constructing a
C02 AC system in the future at RIT. The validation of the
proposed FDD system by Canfield and Bailey will take place
using realistic architecture for the system. By using said
architecture, the transition into market use will be done so
with ease.
Heat ExchangerModels
It is necessary to also research heat exchanger models
when considering the development of a C02 AC simulation
model. Hwang [5] also presents heat exchanger models for
the evaporator and gas cooler of the system. The models for
the heat exchangers contained common features, such as
assumptions, inputs and outputs. The configuration of the
heat exchanger models is assumed to be counterflow and shell
and tube type, and installed horizontally. Any heat loss from
the heat exchangers is neglected. The evaporation and gas
cooling processes are both regarded as isobaric, or being of
constant pressure, except for the pressure drops along the
tubes.
As with the compressor models, the heat exchanger
models were also verified through experimentation. The same
mass flow rates of the refrigerant and cooling medium were
used for the experimental setup. Some input parameters, such
as the inlet quality of the refrigerant, for the simulation models
were only available by experimentation. The calculated
results were within 2% error of the actual results, in regards to
both pressure and temperature. The evaporator capacity and
gas cooling capacity were overshot by the simulation model
by 2% and 3%, respectively.
A cross flow heat exchanger type is the construction
being considered for the automotive prototypes. The models
developed by Hwang may be accurate to the experimental
setup, but may not be accurate to a realistic construction.
Another consideration is the cooling medium being utilized.
Hwang chose to use water for both the simulation and
experimental models. The characteristics of water and air
differ in regards to flow uniformity and controllability. It may
be easier to construct a system using water, but it will not
necessarily yield realistic results.
When considering air for the experimental plan, a fan and
an air supply are necessary. Also, in industry water is used in
order to test different components of the system. When the
evaporator is being tested, it is easier to maintain conditions at
the gas cooler by using water as the cooling medium, and vice
versa when testing the gas cooler. Although industry does
utilize water, it also understands the importance of having an
air supply to actually test the component in question. In
developing the experimental plan for future construction at
RIT, the use of air as well as water is considered.
Assumption clarification
After understanding how to construct a C02 AC system
that reflects a realistic prototype, it is necessary to discuss the
assumptions of the simulation model, in order to make it more
realistic. One assumption that is carried throughout the
studies is assuming steady state operation, which neglects
transient operations such as initial start up and accelerations.
The system is assumed to either be idling or traveling at
constant speeds. This reflects the data collected by McEnaney
et al [6] while operating a prototype C02 AC system in order
to validate the refrigerant's feasibility. McEnaney et al [6]
developed a prototype to be nearly identical to the
commercially available HFC-134a system. Various
compressor speeds were used during testing, but data was
collected when the system had reached a steady state in
operation. Assuming steady state also allows for the mass
flow rate to be considered constant as well as pressure drops
across components.
In developing the heat exchangers for the system, which
includes the gas cooler and evaporator, the authors assumed
constant pressure drops for both the air and refrigerant side.
Table 3-1 provides a tabulated form of those pressure drops
and also the flow rates that correspond to each fluid.
The data used by Fartaj et al [7] in doing a second law
analysis on the transcritical C02 system is that collected by
McEnaney et al [6]. Fartaj et al [7] chose to use the data that
corresponded with a medium compressor speed of 1800 RPM,
but slight changes that include no noticeable pressure drop
across the air side of the heat exchangers. The authors have
used the same set of data in order to validate the healthy air
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conditioning system using the EES simulation. Also, Fartaj et
al [7] utilized the thermophysical property tables given by
Vargaftik [8] to find the corresponding enthalpies and
entropies in order to calculate their exergy losses and
exergetic efficiencies. When using the thermophysical
property tables provided by EES, only a slight change in
values from Fartaj et al [7] can be seen.
to formulate the fault detection and diagnosis methodology for
the C02 AC system.
[2] The compressor power consumption is constant during
both normal andfaulty operation.
Table 3-1 : Heat Exchanger Information
Flow Rate AP
Gas Cooler
Air 29.57 kg/min 61 Pa
Refrigerant 2.64 kg/min 139 kPa
Evaporator
Air 8.42 kg/min 118 Pa
Refrigerant 2.64 kg/min 131 kPa
The assumptions made in previous research that are
changed in order to make the current model more realistic are
as follows:
The compressor power consumption will continue to
increase while the system is occurring faults. How to handle
this phenomenon was originally unknown. After research on
various compressors was performed, it is assumed that the
compressor power consumption will increase at the same
percentage rate as the mass flow rate will decrease. In doing
so, the assumption is not necessarily exactly what will occur
with a compressor fault, but is closer to a realistic model than
the previous assumption.
[3] The compressor isentropic efficiency is constant during
both normal andfaulty operation.
[1] A leak rate of0.005 kg/min is used.
Identifying a leak rate that corresponds to a common leak
in AC systems is important. The current technology being
used on the conventional systems can detect leaks as small as
5 kg/yr, or 9.5 x IO"6 kg/min. A leak of this size correlates to a
constant system failure that will take up to 100 years for the
system to lose complete charge. This type of leak is not
within the scope of this project.
Comprehensive studies on C02 AC systems have been
done [5], and a continuous leak rate of 9% of the mass flow
rate around the compressor has been observed. This leak is a
reflection of a catastrophic failure that will cause the system to
lose charge within two minutes. For the research constructed
here, the leak rate of 0.005 kg/min, only 0.2% of the mass
flow rate, will take 100 min for the system to lose complete
charge. This leak can also be categorized as catastrophic,
because it causes complete failure in less than two hours. In
order to use a leak rate that is more realistic, yet within the
scope of this project, reverse engineering was used. Starting
with a time frame of 24 hrs, or 1440 min, for complete failure,
a leak rate of 3.5 x IO"4 kg/min is calculated, which is 0.01%
of the initial mass flow rate.
A major change from previous research done by Canfield
and Bailey [2] is that the leaks applied to the system will
continuously be applied until the system completely fails,
meaning the system loses charge. Before, only one leak was
applied in order to simplify the simulation. Now, the
simulation can integrate parametric tables in order to collect
data as the leak occurs. This data can be exported into Excel,
where a trend can be fit to the data in order to observe trends
that occur during the leaks. These trends can be used in order
Research has shown that assuming a constant isentropic
efficiency during normal operation is accurate to 2% of
experimental data [5]. When the compressor is under faulty
operation and its power consumption will continue to increase,
it is apparent that neither the isentropic nor the
thermodynamic efficiency of the compressor will remain
constant. Without having a system constructed to collect data
and verify an isentropic efficiency, it is impossible to make an
assumption about it. To parallel the consideration for
compressor power consumption, the isentropic efficiency will
decrease at the same rate that the leak occurs.
[4] The heat exchanger effectiveness of the internal heat
exchanger is constant during both normal and faulty
operation.
The heat exchanger effectiveness cannot be considered
unless the dimensions of the heat exchanger are known.
Without this information, the effectiveness can be considered
constant, because there is no other means to verify a change.
The assumption of the heat exchanger effectiveness was
removed when developing the realistic model. It was used in
establishing thermophysical parameters around the system
after a fault had occurred. Calculating the parameters for the
new system does not incorporate the heat exchanger
effectiveness, so the assumption was dropped.
With the assumptions more fully understood, the next step
is developing the realistic simulation model. Because the
assumptions were not all clarified, such as the isentropic
efficiency, it is impossible to fully develop a realistic
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simulation model. Holes are left due to the lack of knowledge
in regards to what happens to the system when it is faulty. In
discussions with Delphi-Harrison, Inc. it was verified that
developing a model on any AC system is difficult because of
the variations that occur throughout the system even while the
system is stabilized. The new simulation model takes into
consideration the new leak rate as well as the new compressor
power consumption assumption.
Simulation Model andResults
The simulation model previously developed by Canfield
and Bailey [2], has been enhanced through the previously
clarified assumptions. Using EES software, a leak rate of 3.5
x
IO"4 kg/min is utilized to simulate leaks around the system.
These leaks occur around the evaporator and across the
compressor. Also, incorporated into this simulation model is
an increase in compressor power consumption of 2.03% after
each cycle, which correlates to the amount of leak rate. The
isentropic efficiency will also reflect the leak by steadily
decreasing by 0.67% after each cycle.
Figures 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 show how the
compressor, gas cooler, internal heat exchanger, expansion
device and evaporator, respectively, reacts in regards to
exergetic efficiency and exergy losses as the various leaks are
applied. In comparison to the exergetic efficiencies, the
exergy loss changes are the opposite, which is to be expected.
As the exergetic efficiency for the internal heat exchanger
increases with decreasing mass flow rate, the exergy loss for
the component decreases. This correlation can be seen with
all of the components. By noticing the opposing reactions on
the trends for the exergetic efficiencies and the exergy losses,
it may be only necessary to calculate one phenomenon, rather
than use both for diagnosis.
The component with the most visible trend for each leak
scenario is the gas cooler, as can be seen in Figure 3-3. With
this observation, it may be possible to use only the data around
the gas cooler in order to sufficiently diagnose the leaks. In
comparison to the simplistic model, changes were seen for
every component, except for the gas cooler. This also implies
that the gas cooler should be examined further to see what
other significance it may have in diagnosing leaks accurately.
Also, a transient behavior at the beginning of each trend for
the system components can be observed for each leak
scenario. As the leak continues, the trends begin to stabilize,
which can imply that many samples must be taken over a
period of time in order to effectively detect and diagnose the
leak.
Conclusions
A basis for amore realistic automotive C02 AC system is
developed. The previously developed EES simulation model
is enhanced by justifying and changing gross assumptions that
were established before. Refrigerant leaks are simulated as
mass flow rate losses and are applied to three areas prone to
leakage. Trends are developed in order to create a fault
detection and diagnosis system for the C02 AC system. When
looking at the trends, differences can be seen between how
each component reacts to the proposed leaks. Through these
trends, it can be observed that only exergetic efficiency or
exergy loss need be calculated in order to effectively detect
and diagnose leaks. Future work includes developing an
experimental plan in order to validate the simulation model.
Also, contained within this experimental plan will be an
instrumentation package to be used to create an experimental
setup of a C02 AC system. Further research into the
implications of the gas cooler results on effectively detecting
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CHAPTER 4: INSTRUMENTATION SETUP
4.1 Experimental Plan
Before instrumentation options can be considered for the construction of a C02 AC
system, it is necessary to develop the experimental plan. When considering the
experimental setup, deciding on whether to setup the entire system or just components of
the system is necessary. For this research, heat exchanger construction and a compressor
setup are considered. The heat exchanger components were chosen in order to reflect a
functioning evaporator or gas cooler, both of which are cross flow heat exchangers. In
developing the following plan, experiments beyond the scope of this research were
considered, in order to make the construction of the components robust for future use.
Figures 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3 are photos of a real CO2 compressor, evaporator and gas cooler,
respectively. Figure 4-4 shows the schematic for the CO2 AC system, and clarifies where
each of the previously mentioned components are placed within the system.
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Figure 4-2: Sample C02 Evaporator
(Courtesy of CalsonicKansei Corporation)














Figure 4-4: C02 Refrigeration System Schematic with Component Highlights
The design process followed in developing the proposed fault detection and diagnosis and
experimental plan is based on the design process laid out in the following paper (pages 74
- 79). It is the design process used for the multidisciplinary senior design capstone
projects completed by students ofRochester Institute ofTechnology [Hensel et al. 2005].
A previous team of multidisciplinary engineering students designed and built a small
engine dynamometer to be used in the future automotive laboratory at RIT, and another
team had to improve upon the design. The process contains twelve facets that are
followed from project concept to completed project. For this research, only the following
relevant facets are used: Recognize and Quantify the Need, Design Objectives and
Criteria, Concept Development, Feasibility Assessment, Analysis of Problem and
Synthesis into the Design, and Final Design. The work outlined in the following paper is
simply used as a reference in developing the experimental plan for this research.
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4.1.1 Recognize and Quantify the Need
Initially when planning a project or experiment, the problem must first be identified in
the needs assessment. The information laid out in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 provides detailed
accounts of the needs assessment for this research.
4.1.2 Design Objectives and Criteria
The next step in the design process requires identifying the design objectives and criteria
that fit within the scope of the project. At the heart of this step is developing a customer
requirements list so that when the project is done it has met all of the criteria specified in
this list. Because of the low differences involved in the exergetic efficiencies and
exergetic losses when leaks are occurring in the system, it is necessary to specify the
sensitivity ranges required for the temperature and pressure sensors. Also, realistic
sensitivity values associated with actual sensors is taken into consideration. Requiring a
sensitivity range that does not exist in commercial sensors is futile. The customer
requirements list can be seen in Table 4-1, which specifies the instrumentation required
for this experimental plan. Table 4-2 presents the other supplies that will be necessary to
construct a realistic CO2 AC system, such as the metal lines and an air supply source.
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Table 4-1 : Customer Requirements
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Table 4-2: Customer Needs
Item Reference
Means to Run Compressor Section 4.1.3.1
Fuel Section 4.1.3.1
Metal Lines Sections 4.1.3.1,
Rubber Hoses Sections 4.1.3.1,
Connections Between Lines and Hoses Section 4.1.3.2
C02 Supply Sections 4.1.3.1,
Air Supply Section 4.1.3.2
Fan for Air Circulation Section 4.1.3.2
Duct Work for Ventilation Section 4.1.3.1
4.1.3 Concept Development
In this section, the compressor, heat exchanger and sensor options are discussed. Only
components necessary for a compressor setup and a heat exchanger setup are researched.
For this research, only the evaporator is considered for the heat exchanger selection,
because it is a component where leakage is expected to occur. It is recommended in
Chapter 5 for a complete system to be constructed. On pages 76 - 77, an in-depth
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example of a concept development performed on an experimental plan for the redesign
and build ofa small engine dynamometer is presented.
4.1.3.1 Compressor Options
The concept development phase for component selection is limited by market availability
of heat exchangers and compressors. For the compressor, the concepts are a non-
hermetically sealed compressor, which is what the automotive industry is researching,
and an electric, or hermetically-sealed, compressor. A description of the different
compressors options can be found in Section 3.1.3. A simple representation of a
compressor can be seen in Figure 4-5.
Figure 4-5: Compressor Representation
Also involved in constructing a compressor experimental setup is a means by which to
run the compressor. An engine can be used to run a non-hermetically sealed compressor,
but a fuel supply to run the engine will be needed as well. Another possibility for
running the engine is by means of an electric motor and pulley assembly. Also, safety
must be taken into consideration whenever moving parts exist in the experimental setup.
A means of ventilating the exhaust from the engine is also required. A supply of
refrigerant is needed as well as a means to connect the supply to the compressor.
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Currently, a limited number of companies are producing compressors to withstand the
extreme pressures seen throughout the C02 AC cycle; including: Delphi-Harrison
[http://www.delphi.com], Denso [http://www.globaldensoproducts.com], and a
collaboration of Sanden International, Inc. and LuK Group [http://www.sanden.com].
Delphi-Harrison is the only company working on non-hermetically sealed compressors,
which are driven by the automotive internal combustion engine. This allows for the C02
AC system to be utilized in any vehicle which incorporates an internal combustion
engine. The main purpose of the compressors being developed by the latter two
companies is for utilization in hybrid electric and fuel cell vehicles, where there is an
extensive supply of electricity to run the compressor and no rotating shaft. In all of the
literature previously mentioned, only hermetically sealed compressors were used in
evaluating CO2 AC systems. In order for the theory presented here to be validated and
viable, it must correlate to a realistic model of an automotive CO2 AC system.
The compressors constructed by the collaboration of Sanden International, Inc. and LuK
Group are restricted by the criteria shown in Table 4-3. Although the compressors
developed through this collaboration are not of the type being researched here, the design
criteria listed in Table 4-3 is still utilized.
Table 4-3: C02 Compressor Design Criteria
Maximum Operating Temperatures Operating Pressures
Low Side High Side Low High
120C 248F 180C 356F 12.0 MPa 1740 psi 16.0 MPa 2320 psi
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4.1.3.2 Heat Exchanger Options
The air to refrigerant heat exchangers being used in studying CO2 AC systems utilize
counter flow microchannel technology for effective heat transfer. This technology differs
from that simulated in Section 2.4 which incorporates cross flow heat exchange. It has
been shown in literature that microchannels provide heat exchangers that have low
weight, high compaction and high heat transfer coefficients [Kuang et al. 2003]. A high
rate of heat transfer can be achieved because microchannels have an increased heat
transfer surface area and a large surface-to-volume ratio. On the other hand,
microchannels have large pressure drops and a high cost to manufacture. In order for
validation of this thesis to be accurate, it is necessary to purchase materials that will
reflect a cross flow heat exchanger from air to refrigerant. McEnaney et al. [1999]
incorporated this same technology in their collection of data while running the system in
normal operation mode. The automotive industry is currently using a construction for
both HFC- 134a and CO2 that involves blowing air over coils that contain refrigerant.
Examples of an evaporator and a gas cooler, of this construction, can be seen in Figures
4-2 and 4-3, respectively. A simple representation used during the modeling of a heat









Figure 4-6: Heat Exchanger Representation
Involved in constructing a heat exchanger is a means to flow refrigerant and air through
the heat exchanger. An air supply and a refrigerant supply are required, as well as hoses
and metal lines through which the refrigerant will flow.
4.1.3.3 Instrumentation Options
Now that a basis of how the experiment for validating the research presented here is
constructed, it is next important to consider the technology being used in FDD systems.
The technology currently used is presented and is concluded with a consideration of
possible future methods ofmeasuring refrigeration system parameters.
Braun [2003] is a major contributor to the development of automated FDD systems for
VCR equipment. His work involves understanding common faults that occur, mostly in
rooftop air-conditioner units, and understanding parameters that must be found in order to
categorize these faults when they occur. In his work with Breuker [2003], Braun
established that with only five temperature measurements, along with two absolute
temperature differences, the majority of faults occurring in rooftop AC units can be
detected and diagnosed. All of his temperature measurements have been made using
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thermocouples mounted to the surface of refrigerant piping and insulated. Below is a
discussion of the typical instrumentation used in not just Braun's work, but in all FDD
systems being developed today.
Currently, simple K-type thermocouples, which use metal properties as the temperature
changes to determine the temperature being measured, are being utilized in FDD setups.
Thermocouples are very simple in nature, so they are easy to self-construct or can be
cheaply purchased. They also are easily integrated into data acquisition (DAQ) systems
in order to collect an extensive data library.
Pressure transducers of all kinds are currently being used in FDD systems for
refrigeration system monitoring. This type of sensor simply converts pressure into an
analog signal. The simplest construction of a pressure transducer utilizes strain gages,
which are bonded into the diaphragm of the transducer and wired into a Wheatstone
bridge configuration. When pressure is applied it causes a deflection of the diaphragm
which in turn causes strain on the gages. This strain results in a change of the electrical
resistance and is proportional to the pressure. The simple construction of these pressure
sensors can also be easily integrated in DAQ systems.
As previously mentioned in Section 1 .3, research has been done on the possible use of
microelectronic mechanical system, or MEMS, technology within the HVAC&R area.
Currently for fault detection and diagnosis for refrigeration equipment, thermocouples
and pressure transducers are being used to measure temperatures and pressures,
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respectively. With the installation of MEMS technology sensors, the footprint of the
FDD system would be quite minimal. As with any new technology, when MEMS first
became available for public use rather than just for laboratory experiments, the
technology was quite expensive. Now that it is available on the commercial market,
MEMS is affordable formost common applications.
In their article, Yashar et al. [2004] describe how MEMS is being used for temperature
and pressure sensor technology. The microelectronic mechanical system used for the
temperature sensors is constructed of thin film platinum resistance temperature detectors
(RTDs), with thermistors being the most common design. The resistivities of resistor
materials change with temperature, which can be used to infer the temperature. Because
temperature sensors are the most commonly used and easily constructed out of all MEMS
sensors technology, they are also the cheapest, and are therefore included into other
MEMS sensors, such as pressure sensors. This way, purchasing of temperature and
pressure sensors for the same application is done with ease.
The pressure sensors utilize piezoresistors, or stress sensitive polysilicon resistors. These
resistors are deposited on a thin diaphragm, and as pressure is applied the diaphragm
flexes and strains the piezoresistors. The flexure of the diaphragm causes the resistance
of piezoresistors to change, which reflects the amount of pressure that is being detected
by the sensor. These MEMS pressure sensors can have accuracies within the 1% range
along with a variety of pressure ranges. If purchased in a large volume, typical MEMS
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pressure sensors can cost between $20 and $30 for the automotive industry [Yashar et al.
2004].
4.1.4 Feasibility Assessment
The next step after developing several concepts requires comparing concepts to see which
idea works the best, which is considered feasibility testing. During feasibility testing, the
different concepts are compared to each in areas of time constraints, cost effectiveness,
reliability, etc. Here, feasibility testing is only done to ensure that the concept chosen
will reflect realistic architecture of a C02 system. A thorough feasibility testing is
documented for the small engine dynamometer capstone project on page 77.
4.1.5 Analysis of Problem and Synthesis into the Design
An example of analyzing the problem and synthesizing the design can be seen in the
paper at the end of this chapter on page 77-78. The parts identified as necessary in this
experimental plan include system components, sensors and data acquisition (DAQ)
software. LabVIEW, a commercially available DAQ software, is available for use in the
majority of labs in the Mechanical Engineering Department at RIT.
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Setting aside the correct amount of time for each stage in the experimental plan may be
the area with most variability. The time table set forth initially will always change due to
unforeseen obstacles that will occur during the actuation of the plan. Also, a considerable
amount of time should be set aside for collecting data. An important concept in an
experimental plan is collecting multitudes of data, rather than just a single snap shot in
time, so as to have a broader analysis of the system. This way, observations can be made
about the variability of the parameters being measured.
4.1.6 Final Design
With the completion of the previous five facets, the final design facet is next. For a
thorough understanding of a complete final design, refer to pages 78 - 79 in the following
paper. After all components have arrived, assembling will begin. When the components
are fully constructed, it is then that the system can be debugged for errors. Also, it is
imperative to perform dry runs of the system in order to calibrate the system. When it
appears the system is fully intact and calibrated, experimental runs to collect data can be
performed and the evaluation of results can begin. It may be possible that after starting
experimental runs that the system will still need some minor changes. After the system
appears to be functioning normally, adjustments must be made to the official detailed
plans or schematics of the system.
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4.2 Instrumentation package
In comparing conventional technology to MEMS for refrigeration systems, the currently
used sensors were chosen. The main reason for going towards MEMS technology is due
to space constraint. The scope of this research is to simply measure the data as accurately
and as affordably as possible. MEMS technology did not fall into the best fit for either of
these categories. Research was done by searching various companies for the best
possible sensitivity ranges of the sensors as well as the most cost effective. Sensitivity
ranges are chosen by noticing how effective temperature and pressure differences were
on the trend lines produced during the leak simulations. If the sensitivity is too large, the
fault may not be detected, but on the other hand, if the sensitivity range is too small, then
the system could cause a false alarm. Because the areas around the evaporator and after
the compressor are the locations for possible leaks around the system, temperature and
pressure measurements must be present at these locations in order for the FDD to be
viable. Also, because there is a difference in temperature ranges for these locations,
sensors that could accommodate these wide ranges are chosen.
Table 4-4 lists the final instrumentation package recommended for this research. Only
the components with available pricing are noted. Further research into purchasing
component selection is recommended. As can be seen in the following table, the prices
for the sensors are high, but also the price of a compressor is extremely high. The cause
of the high prices is the lack of mass production of C02 components. When the AC
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system becomes commercially available, the components of the system will become more
affordable as well.
Table 4-4: Final Instrumentation Package
Company Amount Unit Price Total Price
Sensors $6,000.00
Temperature Sensortec, Inc. 10 $100.00
Pressure Validyne Engineering 10 $500.00
Compressor $15,000.00
Component OBRIST Engineering 1 $15,000.00
HTX $1,000.00




In the following pages is a paper submitted to the 2005 Frontiers in Education
Conference held in Indianapolis, IN. The FIE Conference continues a 35 year tradition of
promoting improvements in engineering education. The paper describes the process
followed by a senior design capstone project entitled "Dynamometer Redesign and Build
for Future RIT Automotive Laboratory," which was completed in May 2005. It outlines
the steps taken while working on the project and the resultant final design. The steps
outlined in this paper are very relevant to the steps followed in this thesis in order to
develop the previously described experimental plan.
Note: The figure and table caption numbering have been changed in orderfor insertion
into the thesis.
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Abstract - Currently, Rochester Institute of Technology
(RIT) has nearly SO senior, multi-disciplinary capstone
design projects underway. Capstone projects are meant
to be a "process of devising a system, component, or
process to meet desired needs," according to the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology
(ABET). During this process at RIT, many fundamental
elements of a design process (e.g. analysis, testing, and
construction) are implemented. One particular capstone
project is the "Dynamometer Redesign and Build for
Future RIT Automotive Laboratory." For this project
the team must understand the customer requirements,
benchmark existing dynamometers with thermo-fluid
analysis, and perform feasibility tests on design
concepts. After the best design concept is chosen and the
resources are purchased, the team builds the
dynamometer in RIT's machine shop. The decision
making process for the optimal dynamometer design
requires the application of basic sciences, mathematics
and engineering sciences. In this paper, an overview and
assessment of the multidisciplinary design process and
experience is provided by members of the capstone
design team.
Index Terms - Capstone project, design process,
dynamometer, multidisciplinary
INTRODUCTION
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) has long been
committed to producing engineers with a robust academic
background. With one of the oldest cooperative education
programs in the country, RIT firmly believes in learning
through doing. In recent years, there has also been a more
focused approach to strengthening the design and teamwork
abilities of RIT engineers. Within the RIT Kate Gleason
College of Engineering, several departments participate in a
joint Senior Capstone Design Course which extends over
two quarters (approximately 22 weeks) and is occupied by
5th
year engineering students. Therefore, each year there are
dozens of multi-disciplinary, capstone teams working
together to solve real-world problems while working closely
with a client and using a systematic design process.
The mission of a previous capstone project
(2003/2004), Automotive Laboratory Development: Small
Engine Dynamometer System Design was to "design and
fabricate a working pilot production
system"[1] for use in a
mechanical engineering teaching facility at RIT. Therefore,
the team's client consisted of RIT faculty and staff. In
developing a design, the project team considered three
design concepts: a fluid braking system, a mechanical
braking system and an electrical braking system. After
feasibility testing, the team chose the fluid braking system
as the optimal design option. Feasibility testing of the
various concepts involved comparing each with a baseline
which consisted of a previously purchased commercially
available water brake dynamometer.
The following factors were used during the feasibility
analysis: equipment performance, schedule, economic and
resource. Equipment performance testing showed if the
design met customer requirements. Schedule testing
compared how long each design would take to implement.
Economic testing compared the cost of each design.
Finally, the resource testing assessed whether the team had
sufficient skills, equipment and people to satisfy the design.
After the decision was made, the team began designing the
dynamometer setup, which included a torque arm, impeller,
housing and sensor package. With the completion of the
Preliminary Design Review, which occurs at the half-way
point in the course, the team was looking forward to the
production of a fully functional prototype.
The production proved challenging, especially in
regards to the data acquisition system (DAQ). Without any
electrical engineering students on the project, the team
struggled to interface the purchased sensors with a
developed LabVIEW program. Although sensors were
connected to the engine and dynamometer, data was not
acquired for analysis, because the LabVIEW program was
not functional. Also, obstacles were met when machining
the housing and impeller in regards to constraints and
slippage, but changes were made accordingly. After the 22
weeks of the Senior Capstone Design Course were over, last
year's team was unable to produce a functioning prototype
with corresponding DAQ system.
This year's project, Dynamometer Redesign and Build
for Future RIT Automotive Laboratory, has been
implemented in order to improve upon the last year's efforts
in order to meet the client's needs. The remainder of this
paper describes the process that was followed by a student




The mission of this year's design project team was to
improve upon current designs of the dynamometer such that
the design is functional and can be reproduced to create 4 to
6 units in the future RIT Automotive Laboratory. The final
design must be safe, reliable, inexpensive, and simple to
operate in order to be a successful learning tool. The needs
assessment portion of the design process involved knowing
the product description, fully understanding the scope of the
project and the primary market, and discovering any
opportunity for innovative technology. Each of these topics
will be discussed in more detail below.
Product Description: A dynamometer can be an
effective learning tool to supplement thermodynamics, fluid
mechanics, and internal combustion courses. The team's
primary goals were to create a new design that is easily
reproducible at a cost below that of a comparable
commercially available dynamometer. The aim of the
design group was to improve upon the prototype of last
year's team while meeting previous user requirements as
well as a new set of requirements determined by discussions
with a new client.
The purpose of a dynamometer is to load an engine in
order to measure its performance; that is to determine the
amount of work done by the engine. The design must be
compatible with an existing test engine, a Kohler Command
engine rated at five horsepower and eight ft-lbs of torque.
This single cylinder, air cooled, four stroke heat engine is
both robust and reliable.
The new dynamometer must completely stall the engine
in order to fulfill design requirements. Since the primary
goal was to redesign the existing dynamometer prototype,
most of the original design from last year was used with a
strong focus on its shortcomings. Therefore, the current
design consists of a water brake dynamometer which
applies a load to the engine, a load cell to measure the
torque generated by the engine, and a data acquisition
package capable of recording data generated by various
sensors (RPM, temperature, and pressure). Ease of
operation and safety were two very prevalent issues
considered during the design phase.
Scope: The scope was to redesign and produce a fully
functional prototype of an automotive laboratory small
engine dynamometer by the end of the spring quarter.
Because this project was a continuation of last year's
progress, the main goal of the team was to improve on the
existing design by focusing on correcting any shortcomings
of the previous design. By the half-way point of the course
the following requirements were completed: revised needs
assessment, benchmarking current dynamometer design,
concept development, feasibility assessment, revised
drawing package, analysis of redesign, revised bill of
material, and budget. By the end of the course the team had
created a fully functional prototype, a complete and
operational DAQ, an operation and maintenance manual,
and a final report.
Primary Market: The primary market of the small
engine dynamometer system was RIT's Kate Gleason
College of Engineering. This includes the students, faculty,
and the staff in the Mechanical Engineering Department.
Innovation Opportunities: The redesign of the small
engine dynamometer incorporates an innovative load cell in
conjunction with an industry standard torque arm design.
The newer technology provides a new benchmark in torque
data acquisition. Also the design will be more of a learning
tool than a raw data collector, which is an innovative reason
to design a dynamometer. Typically, dynamometers are
designed in order to simply measure the performance of the
engine in order to improve performance of the engine. The
purpose of this dynamometer design is to aid in courses
already offered at RIT in order to better understand the
operation of an engine and its cycle.
//. Design Objectives and Criteria
The team established design objectives and
specifications in order to adequately meet customer needs
which were used throughout the design process. After the
system was constructed, the specifications were used to
determine whether the redesign met customer needs through
field measurement. These objectives and specifications are
discussed in this section.
Design Objectives: The design objective was to
produce a safe, reliable, functional, accurate engine
dynamometer which serves as an effective learning tool.
Creating a safe design was a "must have" customer
requirement.
Performance Objectives: Performance objectives or
design specifications are based on customer requirements.
Table 4-5 includes a list of customer requirements as well as
engineering requirements which are all quantitative with
units. The final product must meet these requirements so
that the basic objectives of the project are fulfilled. The
following specifications were kept in mind while designing
the engine dynamometer.
The engine dynamometer must absorb at least five hp
(3.7 KW) of power. In essence the dynamometer must be
able to completely stall the five horsepower Kohler
Command engine. If this objective cannot be fulfilled,
complete analysis of the engine's performance will not be
possible.
The sensors and data acquisition system must be
accurate, reliable, and capable of handling the conditions
that occur during normal engine operation (which include
high temperature and pressure). For example, the pressure
transducer within the engine's cylinder must remain
operational under 1450 psi (10,000 kPa) and the exhaust
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products of combustion air thermocouple must remain
operational at 3600 F (2000 C). The sensors also must be
able to come close to continuous sampling (i.e. handle high
frequencies and high resolutions in order to ensure accurate
results).
Design Practices: Several design practices were
utilized during the design process including design for
manufacturability, assembly, minimal cost, and reliability.
For example, the team designed the engine dynamometer
such that many of the parts are readily available "off the
shelf."The few parts that were specific for this project are
simple to reproduce with readily available machine shop
tools. The dynamometer consists of a limited number of
assemblies and sub-assemblies in order to make the overall
system much simpler to assemble.
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Easy Operation 1 to 2 person operation
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Safety Objectives: Safety standards exist for handling
combustible fluids, byproducts of combustion, and working
with moving parts. For example, OSHA standards [2]
require gasoline to be contained in a suitable manner and
the existing gasoline tank meets the requirements. The
nature of mechanical systems with fast moving parts
requires all exposed moving parts to be guarded for operator
safety [2]. Therefore all exposed moving parts within the
design were shielded to protect the operator and observers.
///. Concept Development
The student team developed a several concepts that satisfied
customer requirements. These ideas were generated from
team meetings, and then feasibility assessments were
conducted in order to narrow the number of possible
solutions.
Three main concepts were evaluated closely to
determine which most effectively met cost, time, and
customer requirements. The dynamometer braking system
type options included electric, Eddy current, and water.
Possible torque measurement devices include a reaction
torque sensor, a torque arm with a simple strain gage, and a
torque arm with a load cell. The purpose of proposed
system is to place a load on the engine large enough to
collect torque readings at desired RPM levels. The
following paragraphs describe the concept development
activities associated with the dynamometer braking system
as well as the torque measurement device design.
The first design option for dynamometer type was the
electric current dynamometer. In this system, the engine
shaft is coupled to a generator. Based on the power output
of the engine, a specific current is produced. It is a very
accurate but expensive and complex system. Changes in
RPM cause the data to be inaccurate with this type of
system due to the high moment of inertia of the generator.
Another design option for dynamometer type was the
Eddy current. This system uses an electric motor to place
the load on the shaft of the engine. The shaft of the engine
is directly coupled to the shaft of the motor. A current is
supplied to the motor to create a resistance to the motion of
the engine shaft. The motor tries to turn in the opposite
direction of the engine shaft and causes a load to be placed
on the engine. The advantage of this type of system is that it
has a very fast response time to the desired loading.
The water braking system is considered a very
inefficient pump as stated by Copeland [2]. The water brake
housing is directly connected to the shaft of the engine.
Water enters the housing through the inlet hose and begins
to fill it up. The water places a load on the engine which
causes the revolutions per minute to drop. The load placed
on the engine is largely dependent upon the impeller size,
and the water inlet and exit sizes. There are two ways this
type of system can be set up: an open loop system and a
closed loop system. An open loop system is the simpler of
the two choices with water coming from a source and
exiting into a drainage system. There is no recirculation of
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the water and the system can be contained in a smaller
overall package. The closed loop system requires a feedback
of exiting water to the inlet. A cooling system is required
due to the increased temperature of the outgoing water,
however water is conserved.
One option for torque measurement was a reaction
torque sensor, such as one pictured in Figure 4-7 [4], which
measures angular displacement. It is a cylindrical shaped
object that is attached to the outer half of the impeller
housing. The other edge of the sensor is rigidly mounted.
The side of the torque sensor that is connected to the
housing rotates with the housing and there is a resulting
displacement. Each displacement is calibrated to coincide
with a specific torque.
A second option for the torque measurement device is a
torque arm as shown in Figure 4-8 [5] which consists of a
bar that is attached to the casing of the water brake. As fluid
enters the casing, the shear causes the casing to rotate with
it. Strain gauges are attached to the arm. Since the material
properties of the arm are known, the strain of the arm can be
converted into a torque.
A third option for a torque measurement device was the
torque arm with the load cell. The torque arm is attached to
the housing as stated above, but with a load cell attached at
the end. When the load cell is displaced due to the force of
the engine applied to the torque arm, the known material
properties are used in order to determine the applied torque
of the engine.
-. :
Figure 4-7: Reaction Torque Sensor
(Courtesy ofTransducerTechniques)
Figure 4-8: Torque Arm
(COURTESYOF LAND& SEA)
The above mentioned concepts all deal with the placement
of the load, whether mechanical or electrical, on the engine
itself. Another important and integral part of the
dynamometer is the DAQ. Data acquisition involves
gathering signals from measurement sources and digitizing
the signal for storage, analysis, and presentation on a
personal computer. There are four components to be
considered when building a DAQ system: transducers and
sensors, signals, signal conditioning, and DAQ software.
IV. FeasibilityAssessment
The winning concept for the system included an open
loop water brake dynamometer with a torque arm and load
cell which used modular signal conditioning form. The
water brake dynamometer choice was based on cost and
user preference. After deciding upon the water braking
system, the next step was to decide what type of torque
sensor to incorporate and whether to use a closed or open
loop design for the water brake. An open loop type system
was chosen for cost and scheduling constraints. The torque
arm with load cell was chosen because of its accuracy and
repeatability.
When choosing a signal conditioning form for the
DAQ, two were considered, a modular form and an
integrated form. An integrated form was already on-hand
and therefore would not need to be purchased. However,
reproduction was a major part of this project and the
integrated form was more expensive than the modular form
of signal conditioning. The modular form is also safer. If a
high voltage signal is generated, the modular form protects
the DAQ system while isolating the damage to that
particular module. For these reasons the chosen signal
conditioning form was modular.
V. Analysis ofthe Problem and Synthesis ofDesign
In order to fully visualize the design before any
fabricating or purchasing can begin, all assumptions must be
stated and justified for the project to be considered sound.
Also, this section of the project requires schematics and
obtaining the specifications of the parts to be fabricated and
purchased. With these steps in place, an analysis to fully
understand the project design can be taken. The following
paragraphs show the analysis that the team performed for
this project.
The motor mounting hardware was designed and
specified to effectively isolate the inherent vibration caused
by the engine. Without this feature an undesirable amount
of electrical noise can be created and the subsequent effect
would interfere with sensor and DAQ equipment, rendering
the system inaccurate.
The signal conditioning unit was designed to take the
signals from the various sensors, and output a signal that the
DAQ can interpret with clarity. The input signals are low
voltage or current signals. The output signals are voltages
readable by the computer. Each inputted signal is treated
independently by its individual module.
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The data acquisition equipment for this system was
specified to meet the requirements of the needs assessment.
The equipment did not need to be designed, rather procured.
The DAQ software, LabVIEW, is programmed as the user-
interface with the student. The controls and user-interface
were designed to be intuitive and straightforward. An
engine speed control and variable load control are
incorporated into the final system. The DAQ cart for the
pilot production dynamometer system was provided by the
client. Currently RIT owns a number of DAQ carts for
coursework and research. These carts meet and exceed all
requirements of the needs assessment and data collection.
The equipment is all National Instruments brand. Table 4-6
shows the sensors and DAQ modules that were included on
the cart.
The team used a thermocouple input module to record
the intake, exhaust, and combustion temperatures. The
pressure transducers, Hall-Effect sensor, and mass air flow
rate sensors were directed into the DAQ system through the
signal conditioning modules.
Also included in the cart setup is a laptop computer
running National Instrument's LabVIEW software. A
requirement of the DAQ system was the creation of a
program within LabVIEW to interpret all the readings from
the system sensors. The main goals of the DAQ software
interface included obtaining all required measurements,
creating an output file for student analysis, and
incorporating an effective graphical-user-interface, GUI.
Table 4-6: Sensors and DAQ Modules
Sensors Modules and other supplies
4 Thermocouples Signal conditioning network FP
2 Pressure Transducers Thermocouple module
Hall-Effect Sensor Extra modules (2)
Mass Airflow Meter Module base
Load Cell Isolated terminal base
Power supply for the modules
Module rail
The needs assessment required the dynamometer
system to be easily operated and intuitive to its users. The
designed main user-interface included a LabVIEW GUI
which displays on screen virtual gauges. These gauges
show current characteristics of the engine and dynamometer
including: engine speed, engine torque and power, intake
and exhaust temperature.
For operational ease, starting up the entire
dynamometer system requires powering up all electronic
equipment, turning on the flow into the water brake at the
tap, and starting the engine. The electronic equipment is
started by plugging the DAQ cart into a conventional 120
VAC outlet and turning on the computer and DAQ
equipment. A valve starts and stops the water flow into the
system. A globe valve, downstream of the main valve and
before the water brake inlet, is used to control load placed
on the engine by the dynamometer. The engine is started by
the user using recoil controlled by the throttle.
Operating the dynamometer system involves varying
engine speed, water brake load, and recording data. The
engine speed is controlled by a push-pull cable and lever
assembly. This system is connected to the Kohler engine
throttle which is outfitted with a torsion return spring. This
design automatically closes the throttle when there is no
external force applied. As the lever is pulled and pushed the
throttle opens and closes changing engine speed.
The dynamometer load is controlled by regulating the
amount of fluid allowed into the water brake. A globe valve
allows more fine tuning control than a conventional gate
valve. Closing the globe valve reduces the amount of load;
a fully open valve produces maximum loading conditions.
The throttle push-pull assembly and globe valve are
mounted near one another to allow safety and ease of
operation. Data logging is triggered using the LabVIEW
GUI. Using the computer mouse to click an on-screen
button begins data collection.
Final Design andTesting
/. Production Planning
The main focus of this project was to build a
functioning prototype that can do all of the desired functions
set forth in the customer requirements. First, a preliminary
production schedule was developed as part of the design
phase to ensure all deadlines would be met. Based on this
schedule pre-production planning included ordering all off
the shelf components and setting up necessary machine
shop time. Once materials arrived and machining was
completed, assembly began on the prototype. The projected
completion time of the mechanical components of the
system was four weeks, while the DAQ was given six
weeks, in order for adequate testing time.
The duplication of this design is on a relatively small
scale, with a maximum of six units. Due to this small
production number from a manufacturing standpoint, little
or no consideration was given to lot sizes and surplus
inventory for purchased and machined parts.
//. Testing Plan
The final focus of this project was the extensive testing
of the prototype. Testing procedures included durability,
functionality and safety tests. Durability testing takes a
considerable amount of time, so the majority of the
scheduled testing time was set aside for this purpose. The
functionality portion of the testing simply included running
the final assembly of the prototype and the completed DAQ
system several types in order to prove the separate system
components could function properly on their own. When
the system was completely assembled, it underwent final
testing procedures. The team practiced running the
dynamometer, posing as potential student users, which
demonstrates a real world user interface.
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///. FinalDesign
The final design of the system, shown in Figure 4-9,
consists of a newly designed and fabricated cart with
matching valve and throttle controls, a five hp Kohler
Command engine with vibration damping mounts, and a set
of sensors run through their respective modules to the DAQ
system on a laptop.
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Figure 4-9: Final System Setup
CONCLUSION
As with any design project, obstacles were met by the team
throughout the entire process. Scheduling was developed in
order to ensure ample time for delays due to manufacturing
errors or customer requirement changes. During the last 22
weeks, the team has had to make multiple adjustments to the
overall design of the system, but did so with a fair amount
of ease. The team learned that keeping the customer
informed throughout the entire process of any necessary
changes was also imperative.
While testing, the team discovered a few programming
errors in regards to a miscommunication between the
modules and the computer. In order to resolve these issues,
the entire system had to be assembled and known load
applied. By knowing the expected outputs of the DAQ
system, the team was able to adjust the programming in
order to actually obtain these results. Also, although the
team believed that ample time was set aside for testing, this
proved to be the major flaw for the second 1 1 weeks of the
project. Taking hindsight into consideration, the team
would offer the advice of setting aside the majority of the
building and testing time to the testing portion of the
project. Overall, this senior design experience was deemed





This research presents a proposed fault detection and diagnosis methodology for
automotive carbon dioxide air conditioning systems. In beginning the research, an
extensive literature review was performed in order to understand the previous work done
in regards to fault detection and diagnosis and the inner workings of the carbon dioxide
refrigeration system. Simulations using Engineering Equation Solver software were
performed on a rudimentary model of the AC system, and then extensive work was done
in order to develop a more realistic model. After the simulations were complete, an
instrumentation plan was developed for future construction of an experimental plan
which will be used for verifying the theory presented here.
After the realistic simulation model was developed it was observed that the changes in
exergetic efficiency and exergy loss for each component are slight, yet noticeable. Also,
it was observed that using data collected around the gas cooler could sufficiently
diagnose the leak. In addition, it may be only necessary to calculate either the exergetic
efficiency or the exergy losses, rather than calculate both, in order to sufficiently
diagnose the leak. The sensors recommended in the experimental plan have sensitivity
ranges small enough to detect the pressures and temperature changes that cause these
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change in exergetic efficiencies and exergy losses, but the changes may be so slight as to
not categorize the fault correctly. An exergetic based fault detection and diagnosis
methodology appears viable through theory, but must be validated through
experimentation.
5.2 Recommendations for FutureWork
For the fault detection and diagnosis system to be considered a valid form of detecting of
leaks in the future automotive carbon dioxide systems, the methodology must be
validated. Recommendation have been made (Table 4-4) for sensors and the various
components of the air conditioning system in order to construct fully operational
components of the system. Also, it may be considered to develop more components of
the system, rather than just the development of the simple heat exchanger and the
compressor. In doing so, future work could include construction of the entire system,
which could be used in future labs, such as Thermal Fluids Lab, where several
refrigeration systems can be examined.
There is value in constructing the components and system as experimental setups as close
to the commercial system as possible in order to allow for ease of incorporation into the
automotive market. In order to validate the models described here (Section 2.2), the
system must be constructed as it is presented. When the system is fully constructed and
the sensors are placed accordingly, data can be collected at specified state points. When
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the data is collected, it can be used in combination with the EES program provided in
Appendix A to calculate the exergetic efficiencies during the normal operation. Then
faults, in the form of refrigerants leaks can be applied at these locations in order to begin
a library of data to form trends. With these trends, work can determine if the
methodology presented in this thesis is viable. In addition, other areas prone to failure
within the system should be studied for thoroughness. As research continues and the
system is built, other areas prone to leakage may appear, and inclusion of those areas
would enhance the FDD system proposed in this research.
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APPENDIX A
A.1 EES Program for Simplistic Model
{ORIGINAL VALUES}
"IT'S and P's can be viewed/adjusted in Diagram Window"
h_l = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_l,p=p_l)
s_l = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_l,p=p_l)
h_2 = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_2 ,p=p_2)
s_2 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_2 ,p=p_2)
h_3 = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_3,p=p_3)
s_3 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_3 ,p=p_3)
h_4 = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_4,p=p_4)
s_4 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_4,p=p_4)
h_5 = h_4
s_5 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_5, h=h_5)
x_5 = quality (CarbonDioxide, h=h_5 , t=t_5)
h_6 = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_6 ,x=. 9537)
s_6 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_6,h=h_6)
x_6 = quality (CarbonDioxide, h=h_6, s=s_6)
"Air Flow Through Gas Cooler"
h_7 = enthalpy (Air, t=316. 05)
s_7 = entropy (Air, t=316. 05, p=101)
h_8 = enthalpy (Air, t=331. 75)
s_8 = entropy (Air, t=331. 75, p=101)
"Air Flow Through Evaporator"
h_9 = enthalpy (Air, t=3 15. 5)
s_9 = entropy (Air, t=315 .5,p=101)
h_10 = enthalpy (Air, t=285 . 95)
s_10 = entropy (Air, t=285. 95, p=101)
{FIRST LAW ANALYSIS}
"Refrigerant Flow"
W_dot_l_2 = m_dot_l* (h_2 - h_l)*a
Q_dot_2_3 = m_dot_l* (h_2 h_3)*a
Q_dot_3_4 = m_dot_l* (h_3 h_4)*a
Q_dot_5_6 = m_dot_l* (h_6 - h_5)*a
Q_dot_6_l = m_dot_l*(h_l - h_6)*a
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"Air Flow"
Q_dot_7_8 = m_dot_2* (h_8 h_7)*a
Q_dot_9_10 = m_dot_3_delphi* (h_9 h_10)*a
{REFERENCE STATE VALUES}
T_0 = 273.15 [K]
P_0 = 101.3 [kPa]
h_0 = 195.035 [kJ/kg]
s_0 = 4.79813 [kJ/kg-K]








rho_3 = density (Air, t=295,p=101)
V_dot_3 = 500*Convert (nT3/hr,m*3/min)
"Conversion Factor for m_dot"
a = 1/60
{EXERGY AT EACH STATE POINT}
psi_l = (h_l-h_0) -T_0* (s_l-s_0)
psi_2 = (h_2-h_0) -T_0* (s_2-s_0)
psi_3 = (h_3-h_0) -T_0* (s_3-s_0)
psi_4 = (h_4-h_0) -T_0* (s_4-s_0)
psi_5 = (h_5-h_0) -T_0* (s_5-s_0)
psi_6 = (h_6-h_0) -T_0* (s_6-s_0)
psi_7 = (h_7-h_0) -T_0* (s_7-s_0)
psi_8 = (h_8-h_0) -T_0* (s_8-s_0)
psi_9 = (h_9-h_0) -T_0* (s_9-s_0)
psi_10 = (h_10-h_0) -T_0* (s_10-s_0)
{EXERGY SUPPLIED/RECOVERED FOR EACH COMPONENT}
psi_gs = m_dot_l* (psi_2-psi_3) *a
psi_gr = m_dot_2* (psi_8-psi_7) *a
psi_es = m_dot_3_delphi* (psi_9-psi_10) *a
psi_er = m_dot_l* (psi_6-psi_5) *a
psi_cs = m_dot_l* (h_2-h_l) *a
psi_cr = m_dot_l* (psi_2-psi_l) *a
psi_htxs = m_dot_l* (psi_3-psi_4) *a
psi_htxr = m_dot_l* (psi_l-psi_6) *a
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DELTApsi_v = m_dot_l* (psi_4-psi_5) *a
{EXERGETIC EFFICIENCY FOR EACH COMPONENT}
xi_c = psi_cr/psi_cs*100 [%]
xi_g = psi_gr/psi_gs*100 [%]
xi_e = psi_er/psi_es*100 [%]
xi_htx = psi_htxr/psi_htxs*100 [%]
{LEAK INFORMATION}
"ASSUME: Isentropic Efficiency of Compressor Remains Constant
Compressor Work Remains Constant
Gas Cooler Heat Transfer Remains Constant
Internal Heat Exchanger (3 -> 4) Heat Transfer Remains
Constant
Internal Heat Exchanger Effectiveness Remains Constant
Pressure Drops Across States (2 -> 3 , 3 -> 4 , 5 -> 6)
Remain Constant
Evaporator (5 -> 6) Heat Transfer Remains Constant
Internal Heat Exchanger (6 -> 1) Heat Transfer Remains
Constant
Air Mass Flow Rates (7 -> 8, 9 -> 10) Remain Constant with
Leaks"
"New State Point Values"
"!When analyzing a specific Leak, UNCOMMENT the related equations (on
the LHS) used specifically for that Leak ONLY and COMMENT the
corresponding equations in the proceeding 1 or 2 lines."
"h_ln = h_l" " !Used for Leak at State 2 ONLY"
"p_ln = p_l" " !Used for Leak at State 2 ONLY"
h_ln = 13 6 .22 [kJ/min] /m_dot_ln + h_6n
p_ln = p_6n 0.034*p_6n
t_ln = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_ln,p=p_ln)
s_ln = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_ln,p=p_ln)
h_2s = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, s=s_ln,p=p_2)
ETA_c = (h_l-h_2s) / (h_l-h_2)
h_2sn = h_ln- (ETA_c) * (h_ln-h_2n)
p_2s pressure (CarbonDioxide, h=h_2sn, s=s_ln)
h_2n = (176.99 [kJ/min] + m_dot_l*h_l) /m_dot_ln
p_2n = p_2s
t_2n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_2n,p=p_2n)
s_2n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_2n,p=p_2n)
h_3n = h_2n 482 . 09 [kJ/min] /m_dot_ln
p_3n = p_2n 0.0115*p_2n
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t_3n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_3n,p=p_3n)
s_3n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_3n,h=h_3n)
"h_4n = h_4" "!Used for Leak at State 5 ONLY"
"p_4n = p_4" "!Used for Leak at State 5 ONLY"
h_4n = h_3n 13 6 . 22 [kJ/min] /m_dot_ln
p_4n = p_3n 0 . 0130* (p_3n)
t_4n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_4n,p=p_4n)
s_4n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_4n,p=p_4n)
h_5n = h_5 " !Used for Leak at State 6 ONLY"
p_5n = p_5 "!Used for Leak at State 6 ONLY"
"h_5n = h_4n"
"p_5n = p_4n 0.592*p_4n"
t_5n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_5n,p=p_5n)
s_5n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_5n, h=h_5n)
x_5n = quality (CarbonDioxide, t=t_5n, h=h_5n)
h_6n = 3 07.3 8 [kJ/min] / (m_dot_ln) + h_5n
p_6n = p_5n - 0.0290*p_5n
t_6n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_6n,p=p_6n)
s_6n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_6n,h=h_6n)
x_6n = quality (CarbonDioxide, t=t_6n, h=h_6n)
"New Refrigerant Mass Flow Rate with Leak"
m_dot_ln = 2.635 [kg/min]
"New Exergy at Each State Point"
psi_ln = (h_l-h_0) -T_0* (s_l-s_0)
psi_2n = (h_2n-h_0) -T_0* (s_2n-s_0)
psi_3n = (h_3n-h_0) -T_0* (s_3n-s_0)
psi_4n = (h_4n-h_0) -T_0* (s_4n-s_0)
psi_5n = (h_5n-h_0) -T_0* (s_5n-s_0)
psi_6n = (h_6n-h_0) -T_0* (s_6n-s_0)
"New Exergy Supplied/Recovered for Each
Component"
psi_gsn = m_dot_ln* (psi_2n-psi_3n) *a
psi_grn = m_dot_2* (psi_8-psi_7) *a
psi_esn = m_dot_3_delphi* (psi_9-psi_10) *a
"!Use for Leak at State 6 ONLY"
psi_ern = (m_dot_ln*psi_6n-m_dot_l*psi_5n) *a
"psi_ern = m_dot_ln* (psi_6n-psi_5n) *a"
" !Use for Leak at State 1 ONLY"
"psi_csn = (m_dot_ln*h_2n-m_dot_l*h_l) *a"
psi_csn = m_dot_ln* (h_2n-h_l) *a
psi_crn = m_dot_ln* (psi_2n-psi_ln) *a
psi_htxsn = m_dot_ln* (psi_3n-psi_4n) *a
psi_htxrn = m_dot_ln* (psi_ln-psi_6n) *a






"!Use for Leak at State 5 ONLY"
"DELTApsi_vn= (m_dot_l*psi_4n-m_dot_ln*psi_5n) *a'
DELTApsi_vn= m_dot_ln* (psi_4n-psi_5n) *a
"New Exergetic Efficiency for Each Component"
xi_cn = psi_crn/psi_csn*100 [%]
xi_gn = psi_grn/psi_gsn*100 [%]
xi_en = psi_ern/psi_esn*100 [%]
xi_htxn = psi_htxrn/psi_htxsn*100 [%]
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A.2 EES Program for Enhanced Model
{ORIGINAL values}
"IT'S and P's can be viewed/adjusted in Diagram Window"
h_l = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_l,p=p l)
s_l = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_l,p=p_l)
h_2 = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_2,p=p_2)
s_2 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_2,p=p_2)
h_3 = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_3 ,p=p_3)
s_3 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_3 ,p=p_3)
h_4 = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_4 ,p=p_4)
s_4 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_4 ,p=p_4)
h_5 = h_4
s_5 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_5,h=h_5)
x_5 = quality (CarbonDioxide, h=h_5, t=t_5)
h_6 = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_6,x= . 9537)
s_6 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_6, h=h_6)
x_6 = quality (CarbonDioxide, h=h_6, s=s_6)
"Air Flow Through Gas Cooler"
h_7 = enthalpy (Air, t=316. 05)
s_7 = entropy (Air, t=316. 05, p=101)
h_8 = enthalpy (Air, t=331. 75)
s_8 = entropy (Air, t=331 .75, p=101)
"Air Flow Through Evaporator"
h_9 = enthalpy (Air, t=315. 5)
s_9 = entropy (Air, t=315 .5, p=101)
h_10 = enthalpy (Air, t=285. 95)
s_10 = entropy (Air, t=285. 95, p=101)
{FIRST LAW ANALYSIS}
"Refrigerant Flow"
W_dot_l_2 = m_dot_l* (h_2 h_l)*a
"W_dot_l_2_m = m_dot_l* (h_2 h_l)"
Q_dot_2_3 = m_dot_l* (h_2 h_3)*a
Q_dot_2_3_m = m_dot_l* (h_2 h_3 )
Q_dot_3_4 = m_dot_l* (h_3 h_4)*a
Q_dot_3_4_m = m_dot_l* (h_3 h_4)
Q_dot_5_6 = m_dot_l*(h_6 h_5)*a
Q_dot_5_6_m = m_dot_l* (h_6 h_5)
Q_dot_6_l = m_dot_l* (h_l - h_6)*a
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Q_dot_6_l_m = m_dot_l* (h_l h_6)
"Air Flow"
Q_dot_7_8 = m_dot_2*(h_8 h_7)*a
Q_dot_9_10 = m_dot_3_delphi* (h_9 h_10)*a
{REFERENCE STATE VALUES}
T_0 = 273.15 [K]
P_0 = 101.3 [kPa]
h_0 = 195.035 [kJ/kg]
s_0 = 4.79813 [kJ/kg-K]




m_dot_2 = 2 9.57 [kg/min]
"Evaporator Air"
"m_dot_3 = 8.42 [kg/min]"
m_dot_3_delphi = V_dot_3*rho_3
rho_3 = density (Air, t=295,p=101)
V_dot_3 = 500*Convert (mA3/hr,mA3/min)
"Converstion Factor for m_dot"
a = 1/60
{EXERGY AT EACH STATE POINT}
psi_l = (h_l-h_0) -T_0* (s_l-s_0)
psi_2 = (h_2-h_0) -T_0* (s_2-s_0)
psi_3 = (h_3-h_0) -T_0* (s_3-s_0)
psi_4 = (h_4-h_0) -T_0* (s_4-s_0)
psi_5 = (h_5-h_0) -T_0* (s_5-s_0)
psi_6 = (h_6-h_0) -T_0* (s_6-s_0)
psi_7 = (h_7-h_0) -T_0*(s_7-s_0)
psi_8 = (h_8-h_0) -T_0* (s_8-s_0)
psi_9 = (h_9-h_0) -T_0* (s_9-s_0)
psi_10 = (h_10-h_0) -T_0* (s_10-s_0)
{EXERGY SUPPLIED/RECOVERED FOR EACH COMPONENT}
psi_gs = m_dot_l* (psi_2-psi_3) *a
psi_gr = m_dot_2* (psi_8-psi_7) *a
psi_es = m_dot_3_delphi* (psi_9-psi_10) *a
psi_er = m_dot_l* (psi_6-psi_5) *a
psi_cs = m_dot_l* (h_2-h_l) *a
psi_cr = m_dot_l* (psi_2-psi_l) *a
psi_htxs = m_dot_l* (psi_3-psi_4) *a
psi_htxr = m_dot_l* (psi_l-psi_6) *a
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DELTApsi_v = m_dot_l* (psi_4-psi_5) *a
{EXERGETIC EFFICIENCY FOR EACH COMPONENT}
xi_c = psi_cr/psi_cs*100 [%]
xi_g = psi_gr/psi_gs*100 [%]
xi_e = psi_er/psi_es*100 [%]
xi_htx = psi_htxr/psi_htxs*100 [%]
{LEAK INFORMATION}
"ASSUME: Isentropic Efficiency of Compressor Remains Constant
Compressor Work Remains Constant
Gas Cooler Heat Transfer Remains Constant
Internal Heat Exchanger (3 -> 4) Heat Transfer Remains
Constant
Constant
Internal Heat Exchanger Effectiveness Remains Constant
Pressure Drops Across States (2 -> 3, 3 -> 4, 5 -> 6) Remain
Evaporator (5 -> 6) Heat Transfer Remains Constant
Internal Heat Exchanger (6 -> 1) Heat Transfer Remains
Air Mass Flow Rates (7 -> 8, 9 -> 10) Remain Constant with
Constant
Leaks"





DELTAp_5_6 = 0.02 90
DELTAp_6_l = 0.034 0
"IWhen analyzing a specific Leak, UNCOMMENT the related equations used
specifically for that Leak ONLY
and COMMENT the other
equations"
"!Use the following equations for Leak at State
2"
{NEW REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW RATE WITH LEAK}
"m_dot_ln = 2.62985 [kg/min]
m_dot_lnl = m_dot_ln + 0.00035 [kg/min]
DELTAw = 0.02
DELTAe = 0.0067
W_dot_l_2_m = m_dot_l* (h_2 h_l)
W_dot_l_2_m = 177.80 [kJ/min]
W dot_l_2_n = W_dot_l_2_m + DELTAw*W_dot_l_2_m
ETA_c = (h_l-h_2s)/(h_l-h_2)
ETA c = 0.7243
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ETA_c_n = ETA_c DELTAe*ETA_c
h_ln = -40.61 [kJ/kg]
p_ln = 4316 [kPa]
t_ln = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_ln,p=p_in)
s_ln = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_ln,p=p
h_ln_2 = Q_dot_6_l_m/m_dot_lnl + h_6nl
~~
p_ln_2 = p_6nl DELTAp_6_l*p_6nl
h_6nl = -92.44 [kJ/kg]
p_6nl = 4464 [kPa]
t_ln_2 = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_ln_2,p=p_in 2)
s_ln_2 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_ln_2,p=p_ln_2)
~
h_2s = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, s=s_ln,p=p 2)
h_2sn = h_ln- (ETA_c_n) * (h_ln-h_2n)
p_2s = pressure (CarbonDioxide, h=h_2sn, s =s_ln)
h_2n = (W_dot_l_2_m + m_dot_l*h_l) /m_dot_ln
p_2n = p_2s
t_2n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_2n,p=p_2n)
s_2n = entropy (CarbonDioxide,
h_3n = h_2n Q_dot_2_3_m/m_dot_ln
p_3n = p_2n DELTAp_2_3*p_2n
t_3n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_3n,p=p_3n)
s_3n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_3n,h=h_3n)
h_4n = h_3n - Q_dot_3_4_m/m_dot_ln
p_4n = p_3n DELTAp_3_4* (p_3n)
t_4n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_4n,p=p_4n)
s_4n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_4n,p=p_4n)
h_5n = h_4n
p_5n = p_4n DELTAp_4_5*p_4n
t_5n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_5n,p=p_5n)
s_5n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_5n, h=h_5n)
x_5n = quality (CarbonDioxide, t=t_5n, h=h_5n)
h_6n = Q_dot_5_6_m/ (m_dot_ln) + h_5n
p_6n = p_5n DELTAp_5_6*p_5n
t_6n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_6n,p=p_6n)
s_6n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_6n,h=h_6n)
x_6n - quality (CarbonDioxide, t=t_6n, h=h_6n) "
" !Use the following equations for Leak at State 5"
{NEW REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW RATE WITH LEAK}
"m_dot_ln =2.63 [kg/min]
m_dot_lnl = m_dot_ln + 0.0003 5 [kg/min]
DELTAw = 0.02
DELTAe = 0.0067
W_dot_l_2_m = m_dot_l*(h_2 h_l)
W_dot_l_2_m = 177.80 [kJ/min]
W_dot_l_2_n = W_dot_l_2_m + DELTAw*W_dot_l_2_m
ETA_c = (h_l-h_2s)/(h_l-h_2)
ETA_C = 0.7243
ETA c n = ETA c DELTAe*ETA c
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h_ln = -4 0.14 [kJ/kg]
p_ln = 4256 [kPa]
t_ln = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_ln,p=p_in)
s_ln = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t = t__ln,p=p
h_ln_2 = Q_dot_6_l_m/m_dot_ln + h_6nl
~
p_ln_2 = p_6nl DELTAp_6_l*p_6nl
h_6nl = -91.98 [kJ/kg]
p_6nl = 4409 [kPa]
t_ln_2 = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_ln_2,p=p_ln_2)
s_ln_2 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t = t_ln_2,p=p_ln_2)
h_2s = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, s=s_ln,p=p_2)
h_2sn = h_ln- (ETA_c_n) * (h_ln-h_2n)
p_2s = pressure (CarbonDioxide, h=h_2sn, s=s In)
h_2n = W_dot_l_2_n/m_dot_lnl + h_ln
p_2n = p_2s
t_2n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_2n,p=p_2n)
s_2n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_2n,p=p_2n)
h_3n = h_2n Q_dot_2_3_m/m_dot_lnl
p_3n = p_2n DELTAp_2_3*p_2n
t_3n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_3n,p=p_3n)
s_3n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_3n,h=h_3n)
h_4
p_4













"!Use the following equations for Leak at State 6'
{NEW REFRIGERANT MASS FLOW RATE WITH LEAK}
m_dot_ln = 2.62985 [kg/min]
m_dot_lnl = m_dot_ln + 0.00035 [kg/min]
DELTAw = 0.02
DELTAe = 0.0067
"W_dot_l_2_m = m_dot_l* (h_2 h_l) "
W_dot_l_2_m = 177.80 [kJ/min]
W_dot_l_2_n = W_dot_l_2_m + DELTAw*W_dot_l_2_m
"ETA_c = (h_l-h_2s) / (h_l-h_2) "
ETA_c = 0.724 3
















h_ln = -39.60 [kJ/kg]
p_ln = 4343 [kPa]
t_ln = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_ln,p=p in)
s_ln = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_ln,p=p in)
h_ln_2 = Q_dot_6_l_m/m_dot_ln + h_6nl
~
p_ln_2 = p_6nl - DELTAp_6_l*p_6nl
h_6nl = -91.16 [kJ/kg]
p_6nl = 4487 [kPa]
t_ln_2 = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_ln_2 ,p=p_ln_2)
s_ln_2 = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_ln_2,p=p_ln_2)
h_2s = enthalpy (CarbonDioxide, s=s_ln,p=p_2)
h_2sn = h_ln- (ETA_c_n) * (h_ln-h_2n)
~~
p_2s = pressure (CarbonDioxide, h=h_2sn, s=s_ln)
h_2n = W_dot_l_2_n/m_dot_lnl + h_ln
p_2n = p_2s
t_2n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_2n,p=p_2n)
s_2n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_2n,p=p_2n)
h_3n = h_2n Q_dot_2_3_m/m_dot_lnl
p_3n = p_2n DELTAp_2_3*p_2n
t_3n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_3n,p=p_3n)
s_3n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_3n,h=h_3n)
h_4n = h_3n Q_dot_3_4_m/m_dot_lnl
p_4n = p_3n DELTAp_3_4* (p_3n)
t_4n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_4n,p=p_4n)
s_4n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_4n,p=p_4n)
h_5n = h_4n
p_5n = p_4n - DELTAp_4_5*p_4n
t_5n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_5n,p=p_5n)
s_5n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_5n,h=h_5n)
x_5n = quality (CarbonDioxide, t=t_5n,h=h_5n)
h_6n = (Q_dot_5_6_m + m_dot_lnl*h_5n) /m_dot_ln
p_6n = p_5n DELTAp_5_6*p_5n
t_6n = temperature (CarbonDioxide, h=h_6n,p=p_6n)
s_6n = entropy (CarbonDioxide, t=t_6n,h=h_6n)
x_6n = quality (CarbonDioxide, t=t_6n,h=h_6n)
{NEW EXERGY AT EACH STATE POINT}
psi_ln = (h_ln-h_0) -T_0* (s_ln-s_0)
psi_ln_2 = (h_ln_2-h_0) -T_0*(s_ln_2-s_0)
psi_2n = (h_2n-h_0) -T_0* (s_2n-s_0)
psi_3n = (h_3n-h_0) -T_0* (s_3n-s_0)
psi_4n = (h_4n-h_0) -T_0* (s_4n-s_0)
psi_5n = (h_5n-h_0) -T_0* (s_5n-s_0)
psi_6n = (h_6n-h_0) -T_0* (s_6n-s_0)
{NEW EXERGY SUPPLIED/RECOVERED FOR EACH COMPONENT}
" !Use the following equations for Leak at State 2"
"psi_csn = (m_dot_ln*h_2n-m_dot_lnl*h_ln) *a
psi_crn = (m_dot_ln*psi_2n-m_dot_lnl*psi_ln) *a
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psi_gsn = m_dot_ln* (psi_2n-psi_3n) *a
psi_grn = m_dot_2* (psi_8-psi_7) *a
psi_htxsn = m_dot_ln* (psi_3n-psi_4n) *a
psi_htxrn = m_dot_ln* (psi_ln_2-psi_6n) *a
psi_esn = m_dot_3_delphi* (psi_9-psi_10) *a
psi_ern = m_dot_ln* (psi_6n-psi_5n) *a"
"!Use the following equations for Leak at State 5"
"psi_csn = m_dot_lnl* (h_2n-h_ln) *a
psi_crn = m_dot_lnl* (psi_2n-psi_ln) *a
psi_gsn = m_dot_lnl* (psi_2n-psi_3n) *a
psi_grn = m_dot_2* (psi_8-psi_7) *a
psi_htxsn = m_dot_lnl* (psi_3n-psi_4n) *a
psi_htxrn = m_dot_ln* (psi_ln_2-psi_6n) *a
psi_esn = m_dot_3_delphi* (psi_9-psi 10) *a
psi_ern = m_dot_ln* (psi_6n-psi_5n) *a"
"!Use the following equations for Leak at State 6"
psi_csn = m_dot_lnl* (h_2n-h_ln) *a
psi_crn = m_dot_lnl* (psi_2n-psi_ln) *a
psi_gsn = m_dot_lnl* (psi_2n-psi_3n) *a
psi_grn = m_dot_2* (psi_8-psi_7) *a
psi_htxsn = m_dot_lnl* (psi_3n-psi_4n) *a
psi_htxrn = m_dot_ln* (psi_ln_2-psi_6n) *a
psi_esn = m_dot_3_delphi* (psi_9-psi_10) *a
psi_ern = (m_dot_ln*psi_6n-m_dot_lnl*psi_5n) *a
{NEW EXERGY LOSS FOR EACH COMPONENT}





DELTApsi_vn= m_dot_ln* (psi_4n-psi_5n) *a"











DELTApsi_vn= m_dot_lnl* (psi_4n-psi_5n) *a
{NEW EXERGETIC EFFICIENCY FOR EACH COMPONENT}
xi_cn = psi_crn/psi_csn*100 [%]
xi_gn = psi_grn/psi_gsn*100 [%]
xi_en = psi_ern/psi_esn*100 [%]
xi_htxn = psi_htxrn/psi_htxsn*100 [%]
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A.3 EES Diagram Window
U= 312.6 [KJ
[kPa]P4= 11129















Apslen = 0.54S5 |kW]
Apsign = 0.5326 [kW]
APSihtxn = -2S3 [kW]
Apsivn = 0.4-894 [kW]
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Proposed Exergetic Based Leak Detection and Diagnosis Methodology
for Automotive Carbon Dioxide Air Conditioning Systems
ABSTR \CT:
Due to the overwhelming concern of
global warming and ozone depletion,
the replacement of many currently
used refrigerants is a pressing matter
within all sectors of refrigeration.
When deciding to replace a
refrigerant worldwide, many factors
are taken under consideration. The
beneGts and necessary changes mat
occur when using carbon dioxide
(COj) as the working fluid are
explored. One important aspect of
using C02 as a replacement
refrigerant in automotive air
conditioning (AC) systems lies in
diagnosing refrigerant leakage within
a faulty system. A reliable refrigerant
leakage detection and diagnosis
system is a necessity for the
automotive industry. In current
research at Rochester Institute of
Technology (RIT), advanced
thermodynamics is being used to
develop a detailed simulation model
as well as a fault detection and
diagnosis system specifically for the
futureC03 automotive AC systems.
Table I shows how the GWP value
for HFC-134a (the currently used
refrigerant for automotive AC
has been adjusted by
since 1990 due to improved
understanding of effects on global
warming. An increase in the
adjustments regarding the GWP value












Figure 1* Basic HFC-lWn Refrigeration Systen
Process I # 2: C03 is compressed to a relatively high
temperature and pressure
Process 2 t> 3: High temperature supercritical C02
exiting the compressor is cooled in the gas cooler to a
lower temperature.
Process 3 } 4: It enters the internal heat exchanger
where the high pressure refrigerant is further cooled by
the low pressure CO; coming offof the evaporator.
Process 4 -> 5: This cooled carbon dioxide passes
through an expansion valve where it is throttled to a
lowerpressure and temperature.
Process 5 -}6: The refrigerant absorbs heat from the air
within the car's interior while flowing through the
evaporator and exiting as a high qualitymixture.
Process 6 } I: The low pressure C02 goes through the
internal heat exchanger to the entrance of the
Flcure 2. CO, RcfrlRuraiion System Schematic
Entropy I kJ/ifl K)
c 3' Temperalure vs. Entropy Diagram
for CO, RefrlReradon Cycle
C VLCl 1 ATfOfSS:
The exergy ofa pure substance is given by: e = (h-hg)- Tf/s - s)
The exergy loss is calculated using: Ae = exergy supplied' exergy recovered
The exergetic efficiency is given by: =exergy recovered/exer^ supplied
I E.\K SCENARIO CHOICES:
Based on the fleet of prototype vehicles in Europe that
currently use C03 AC systems, leaks typically occur
around the compressor and between connections of hoses
and lines.
A major change thatmust bemade to a current air
conditioning system is that the lines of the system are no
longer hoses, but a combination ofmetal lines and hoses
The compressor used in most automotive C02 AC
systems is non-hermetically scaled.
Normal











Compressor 0 5593 81.06 0.5615 80 96 0.5485 8138 0.5485 8138
Gu Cooler 0 5769 67 89 0.5772 67 87 0.5826 67.67 0.5826 67 67
Heat
Exchanger
0.2545 23.70 0.2517 23.93 0.2542 23.65 0.2530 23.78
Expansion
Valve
0.4891 0 4866 0 5965 04844
Evaporator 0.0317 32.71 0.3015 32.74 0.3017 32.70 0.4091 8.74
Table 3: ElergyLo and Exergetic Efficiency for the CO, Refrigeration Sjtli
SVsTFM <:il\\GES:
The purpose of the condenser is to transfer heat from the
refrigerant to the cooler surroundings- Because the critical
temperature of carbon dioxide is so low (31.1C), it is
normally below the typical ambient temperature The
condenser is replaces with a gas cooler.
- The condensation process is further enhanced with an
internal heat exchanger as shown in Figure 2.
The typical receiver placed before the expansion process in
Figure 1, is now placed directly after the evaporation process
in Figure 2.
SIMM VTIOIN MODEL
created using the software program Engineering Equation
Solver (EES) fw. (< hurt <<,m]
Model iwumptioni.
steady state operation
adiabatic heat exchangers, expansion device and compressor
constant pressure drops across beat exchangers
compressor's isentropic efficiency and heat exchanger
compressor power consumption during loss scenarios
remains constant
gas cooler and the evaporatormodeled as non-mixing cross
flow heat exchangers
internal heal exchanger includes a counter flow
configuration
Simulation Process:
loss of0.005 kg/min is applied, with only discrete values of
mass flow rate considered, to state points 2, 5 and 6
a new simulation is performed around cycle in order to
calculate new state points based on new mass flow rates
state points 7 through 10 remain constant with every leak
scenario
mass flow rate of air through evaporator and gas cooler arc
held constant.
initial loss considered after available charge in receiver (at
State 4) is emptied and system is operating at normal
conditions with minimum amount ofcharge (~500g)
COIVC1 I SIOMS BASED ON I US MODEL-
Exergy Losses
Leak atState 2:
* expansion device and heal exchanger decreases
compressor and gas cooler increases
Leak atSlaw 5:
heat exchanger, compressor, and expansion device decrease
* gas cooler increases
Leak ai Starr 6:
heat exchanger's exergy destroyed increases
* other comparisons remain the same
Exergetic Efficiencies
* decreaseswhen exergy loss increases across gas cooler
* increases when exergy loss decreases across evaporator
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